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ABSTRACT

Wellbore instability problems are the cause for the majority of nonproductive time
in the southern Iraqi fields’ developments. The most severe problem in terms of effort and
disbursement which is referred to a pipe sticking in Tanuma shale formation. Examining
the drilling data revealed that this phenomenon was mostly related to the shear failure of
the wellbore. Thus, a geomechanical analysis and drilling parameters/ practice
optimization analysis were performed on a field in southern Iraq based on data from 45
deviated wells. The geomechanics analysis predicted the suitable drilling fluid density to
prevent onset shear failure by using the Mogi-Coulomb failure criterion, including
thermally and chemically induced stresses and the bedding related failure of the wellbore.
While the drilling parameters optimization was conducted by DROPS simulator and multiregression analysis and resulted in a significant reduction in the shale exposure time to the
drilling fluid. The drilling practice analysis was derived based on drilling data from stuckfree well also facilitated in preventing the drilling fluid density reduction by tripping
processes. These analyses identified the following areas of improvement. First, the mud
weight being used was not changed properly with respect to variation in wells azimuth and
inclination. Secondly, anisotropic effects of the stress and strength parameters for this shale
formation should be considered in wells trajectory design. Thirdly, the time dependedfailure of wellbore was observed in even though the drilling fluid density was appropriately
selected. Fourthly, the swabbing effect while tripping was negatively contributed to
wellbore stability. Due to limited of published studies regarding wellbore problems in
southern Iraqi fields; this research could serve as a significant case history for similar fields.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. INTRODUCTION TO GEOMECHANICS
Petroleum-related geomechanics plays a vital role in different petroleum
applications, especially in hydrocarbon exploration through drilling operations when it is
related to extend out to the production zone safely and cost-effectively. Additionally, it’s
an intrinsic contribution in terms of completion and production design throughout the
mitigation of sand production using an optimum perforation direction and production
strategy by selecting appropriate hydraulic fracturing designs. Furthermore, it assists in
enhancing the oil recovery process by inducing tensile stress that is high enough to initiate
new micro fractures or open old fractures in case of stress alteration due to the cooling
effect and pore pressure, which leads to the best swept efficiency in terms of water injection
(Fakcharoenphol et al., 2012; Teklu et al., 2012). Last but not least, the reduction in
porosity and permeability associated with reservoir depletions as well as the initiation of
seismicity as a consequence of reactivated pre-existing fault have been studied diligently
from the geomechanics point of view to avoid these problems (Chan et al., 2001; Strei et
al., 2002).

1.2. THE NON–PRODUCTIVE
GEOMECHANICS

TIME

IN

DRILLING

CAUSED

BY

Non-productive time (NPT) is described as any halt in the operations during
subsurface activities related to drilling and well construction (Meng et al., 2013). It is also
measured from the time when the problems occurred, continuing until the operations
recommence (Rabia, 2010). There are different causes of non-productive time. Commonly,
the problems related to geomechanical-induced wellbore failure are among the most timeconsuming. These difficulties could be; loss of circulation when the borehole pressure
overcomes the tensile strength of the rock, pipe sticking and/or when the borehole pressure
is not high enough to support the borehole well, or the inability to run equipment downhole
such as casing or logging tools due to the hole collapsing. In shales, the inappropriate
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cleaning of the hole leads to aggregation of the rock fragment in the hole causing NPT due
to the drill string packing off or losing the entire well.
Around 10-25% of the Authority for Expenditure (AFE) has been allocated to cover
the unanticipated potential operation problems (York et al., 2009). Generally, the
knowledge transferred from offset wells to new well plans is done to improve the well
design and drilling practices and reduce NPT (Pritchard, 2011; Gala et al., 2010). Use of
new drilling technologies and real-time monitoring of drilling parameters has shown to be
helpful to reduce NPT. One example is the widening the operation mud window by
applying wellbore strengthening techniques in depleted reservoirs or when the mud
pressure exceeds the fracture gradient (Alberty & Mclean, 2004; Duffadar et al., 2013; Fuh
et al., 1992; Salehi & Nygaard, 2012). Other technologies that has reduced NPT are;
drilling with casing or liner, managed pressure drilling, constant bottom hole pressure,
pressurized mud cap drilling and dual gradient drilling (Pritchard, 2011; Rosenberg &
Gala, 2011; York et al., 2009).

1.3. SHALE INSTABILITY
Shale composes about two-thirds of the rock being drilled, and almost 90% of
drilling problems are related to shale failures (Azar & Samuel, 2007; Chen, 2003a; Nygård,
2002; Yan, 2013). Shale consists of fine grained, laminated sediment with different types
of clay minerals and mica. Shale is loosely defined as sedimentary rocks that contain a
majority of clay minerals and/or clay-sized and laminated (Shaw & Weaver, 1989).
Wellbore instability in shale formations is related to the shear failure at the wellbore
walls; (i.e. the stresses around well bore exceeds the rock strength due to lack of pressure
support from the drilling fluid), or the opposite when the drilling fluid pressure exceeds the
wellbore wall strength and creates tensile fracture (Chen et al., 2002). Different parameters,
such as high-stress contrast, shale mechanical properties, shale mineral composition, shale
anisotropy, improper wellbore fluid pressure, drilling fluid properties, well trajectory
design, and heat transfer, have a direct impact on these two failure mechanisms (Fjaer et
al., 2008).
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Shale instabilities can be related to non-mechanical-induced wellbore failures (i.e.
chemical effects). Clay minerals in shales may pose a negative influence on wellbore
instability during or after drilling (Creeping) because the mud fluid could interact with the
shale mineral leading to the weakening of rock cementation and strength (John & Cook,
2007). The concentration of certain kinds of minerals is significant and interrelated to the
treatment that should be used to ensure a stable well. For example, smectites, the clay
mineral that is mainly responsible for shale swelling and hole tightening as a result. On the
other hand, the high percentage of illite might lead to hole washout while the kaolinite and
chlorite could produce a slight effect on hole collapse and time-dependent failures.
Therefore, the drilling fluid should be compatible with shale components to reduce the
probability of chemical rock degradation. (Asef & Farrokhrouz, 2013).

1.4. NONPRODUCTIVE TIME IN SOUTHERN IRAQ
Drilling experience in South Iraq have given several problems; varying from
drilling fluid losses, stuck pipe, hole tightening, caving, poor cementing, and logging tool
sticking. Tight hole problems were infrequently encountered in surface sections of the
middle Miocene formation while they occurred extensively in the intermediate part of the
Paleocene age (Dominantly Limestone) interval. In the intermediate hole, fewer moderate
mud losses were reported in the Paleocene age formation (Dominantly Limestone), but
they escalated in the middle and late Eocene (interbedded limestone and dolomite) zones.
Minor caving problems were detected in the upper Cretaceous limestone production
interval that could have occurred because of the formation heterogeneity in the analyzed
wells or inadequate drilling circumstances. Moreover, a considerable number of stuck pipe
problems, which led to the loss of expensive steering tools or could possibly change the
original drilling plan and, subsequently, side-tracking to other trajectories, were surveyed
in the upper Cretaceous shale formation. Also, the non-productive time, which surpassed
the drilling expenditure immensely, increased enormously.
Intrinsically, in production interval, several procedures have been conducted
during the drilling of the shale formation, particularly in deviated wells. However, some of
these treatments provoked other problems in different zones. For instance, some of these
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practices that resulted in mechanical wellbore failure in this shale formation can be
resolved by increasing the mud weight (which is significantly higher than the pore
pressure), but it induces differential sticking in the limestone reservoir section and causes
formation damage. In brief, finding a solution for the particular formation might provoke
other drilling problems. Therefore, examining all problems for each section may increase
the likelihood of obtaining the optimum well design with the lowest NPT.

1.5. THESIS OBJECTIVE
The main objective of this thesis was to optimize the controllable parameters in
drilling design to mitigate the stuck pipe problems in the upper Cretaceous (Tanuma shale)
formation as well as enhance the drilling performance in production cost-effectively. The
main objective can be broken down into the following tasks:
1. Construct a geomechanical model of the Tanuma formation including the
rock strength and stress field (magnitude and orientation) and take into
consideration thermally- and chemically-induced stresses.
2. Perform a wellbore stability history matching with offset wells and, hence,
compute the suitable mud weight to prevent onset shear failure and avoid
onset tensile failure.
3. Analyze the well trajectory design and determine which directions are less
stable and more stable
4. Optimize the drilling parameters to reduce the shale exposure time
5. Evaluate the swabbing effect to enhance the drilling practice.
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2. GEOLOGICAL FIELD DESCRIPTIONS AND DRILLING PRACTICES
2.1. TECTONIC EVOLUTION OF SOUTHERN IRAQ
Iraq is located in the northeastern corner of the Arabian Peninsula, more
specifically on the boundary of the Arabian plate with Eurasian plate from the IranianTurkish side. Tectonically, an extensional movement of this plate was induced in the
subduction zone along the Iraq-Iran border. This subduction zone provokes a line of
seismic activity due to the rifting of the Arabian plate that was caused by the mid-ocean
ridge in both the Red Sea and the Gulf of Aden, as illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Generally, during the Late–Permian/ Early-Triassic period, the Iranian and
Turkish plates were separated from the Arabian plate by extensional movement and formed
the Neo-Tethys Ocean (Al-Qahtani et al., 2005). The extensional movement continued
during the Jurassic period and widened the Neo-Tethys Ocean (Numan, 1997). In the
Cretaceous period, geodynamic inversion caused tectonic compression and subduction of
the ocean crest of the Iranian and Turkish plates. Thus, the tectonic set up in this time plays
an essential role in forming passive margins in the Arabian plate side and active margins
in the Iranian-Turkish plate side (Numan, 2000). Since then, a passive margin developed
and was divided into the continental shelf and continental slope zones. In the southern Iraq,
basins deposited in the lower Cretaceous period, in the area of the ocean crest with the
continental crust. The majority of these depostion were continental shelf and contained a
half-graben basins formed by a listric fault, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Four compressional
tectonic events occurred in the late and early Cretaceous period had a large influence on
the stratigraphy (Numan, 2000). Finally, the Neo-Tethyan Ocean was closed by the
convergence of the Arabian and Eurasian plate in the Eocene period. As a result of the
compressional movements culminating by closing the Neo-Tethyan Ocean during Eocene
on the passive margin, the rock deformed and formed tremendous oil traps that play a
significant role in the present petroleum system in the southern Iraq basins, as shown in
Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.1. Present location of Arabian plate, the red rectangular represent the area of
study (Stern & Johnson, 2010).

Figure 2.2. The Arabian plate during lower Cretaceous (Al-Bayatee et al., 2010).
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Figure 2.3. Southern Iraq oil fields (Abeed et al., 2011)

2.2. GEOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION
The lithological succession in southern Iraq is basically formed due to five separate
tectonic periods named Megasquences (Sharland et al., 2001). Figure 2.4 shows the
stratigraphy column for the southern Iraq region and the formations. The lithological
column is comprised mainly of carbonate rock with a few shale and sandstone formations.
The analysis was focused on the Khasib and Tanuma formations. The Khasib
formation consists of two parts. The upper part contains shale and limestone while the
lower part is comprised of limestone that deposited in Lagoon environment. In the same
cycle, the Tanuma formation was deposited near the shore basin, in partly euxinic
conditions in the Santonian stage. It is also composed mainly of shale with minor streaks
of limestone in addition to Marl in some wells (Alsharhan et al., 1997).
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Figure 2.4. The stratigraphy column in southern Iraq (Al-Ameri et al., 2011)

2.3. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY OF SOUTHERN IRAQ
The area in southern Iraq is gently sloped in the direction of the Persian Gulf and
with a limited relief (Jassim and Goff, 2006). Subsurface geological structures such as
folds, faults, and salt domes are the primary contributor in forming most of the traps for
the petroleum reservoir in southern Iraq (Almutury et al., 2008). In the research area, the
seismic studies indicated a plunging asymmetric anticline, which was formed during the
compressional movement of the listric fault in the passive margin trending NW-SE (AlMarsoumi et al., 2005). Particularly, the normal faulting regime is dominant in most of the
oil fields in the Tigris subzone (Almutury et al., 2008). In addition, the magnetic and
gravity measurements analysis conducted in the part of Mesopotamia located between
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Qurna City and Amara province demonstrated a normal faulting regime in most of the area
of study, as shown in Figure 2.5 (Amin et al., 2014). Admittedly, there are a limited number
of stations that detect the seismic activity in southern Iraq, but a number of authors have
investigated the seismicity information in terms of focal mechanism analysis. Ghalib
(1974) studied 77 fault plain solutions in Iraq and surrounding countries and concluded
that a normal faulting regime resulted from earthquakes events. Recently, a focal
mechanism was investigated by Jasim (2010) based on previous seismic measurements and
some newly updated readings, and it also suggested a normal faulting regime in the study
area.

Figure 2.5. Gravity and magnetic measurements (Amin et al., 2014).
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2.4. DRILLING OPERATIONS IN SOUTHERN IRAQ
Oil is produced from vertical and highly-deviated wells in southern Iraq fields. The
depths of these wells vary between the upper Jurassic and Tertiary ages, but the majority
of wells have been drilled to the Cretaceous age. The wells were designed to have four
successive sections when the Mishrif limestone is the target interval. Currently, wells are
drilled from pads dividing the well location into several clusters, each containing several
well slots to saves the rig time by rig moving (Ogoke at al., 2014).
The well head distance between the wells is designed to be 7m on the cluster with
numerous wells in each cluster. (Karsakov et al., 2014). Nonetheless, pad drilling has led
to more drilling problems that are associated with devaition such as pipe sticking and
severe to complete losses. Deviated wells also require accurate well path monitoring to
prevent collusion with the other wells. Therefore, as the well number in each pad increases,
the complexity of the well design and the affiliated problems intensifies. As a result, proper
well design is crucial when dealing with pad type drilling constructions.

2.5. WELL DESIGN
Data from 50 wells in the southern Iraq field was examined to determine the
formation and drilling in each section. These wells were selected randomly to describe the
drilling design and event in each hole. Figure 2.6 illustrates the typical well design in this
region.
The daily drilling and final well reports were used to quantify all necessary drilling
parameters and the problems in each interval. The geological reports along with the drill
pipe tally sheets were also investigated to obtain; the formation tops, casing size and setting
points. The quality control for this data was conducted by comparing it with other data such
as mud logging data and real-time monitoring information. A typical well profile in the
southern Iraq field was summarized and is presented in the following sections.
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Figure 2.6. Typical well design in area of study

2.5.1.Conductor Section. Commonly, a 24 in. conductor hole is drilled and then
cased by an 18 5/8 in. casing to the top of the upper Fars formation. The main function of
the conductor is to seal off the fresh water table in the surface hole formations (Armenta et
al., 2013). In addition, it prevents washout in the unconsolidated Hammar and Upper Fars
formations. The drilling practice in the field is to start with low Rate of Penetration (ROP)
and Weight on Bit (WOB) to prevent vibration-related hole stability. The drilling fluid used
in this section is pre-hydrated bentonite weighted between 1.05 and 1.08 sg.
2.5.2.Surface Section. The surface section is usually drilled with 16 in. or 17.5 in.
bits and cased with a 13 3/8 in. casing to the top of the Dammam formation. The surface
section protects the poorly-cemented sandstone in the Dibdibah and Ghar formations as
well as the aquifer zone in this interval. Operationally, bit balling has been noticed in the
Lower Fars formation and mitigated by adjusting the flow rate or reducing the weight on
the bit. A stabilized Bottom Hole Assembly (BHA) is used to mitigate tool vibration in this
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interval. The drilling fluid used in this section is Pre-Hydrated Bentonite / salt water
Polymer weighted (1.10 -1.14) sg. Similarly, the fluid losses in this drilling fluid were
uncontrolled to help in forming mud cake, which improves the stability of the poorlycemented zones. The formations drilled through this section are Dibdibah, Lower Fars,
Ghar, and part of the upper Dammam.
2.5.3.Intermediate Section. The intermediate section is drilled via 12 ¼ in. bit and
cased by 9 5/8 in. casing to the top of the Sadi zone. The formations in this section are part
of the Dammam, Rus, Um-al-Radhuma, Tayarat, Shiranish, Hartha, and upper Sadi
formations. Severe drilling fluid losses are experienced in the Dammam formation due to
shaly limestone with high porosity. Some wells in the Rus formation have partial drilling
fluid losses, while other wells experience bit damage. Thus, it is necessary to control the
drilling parameters such as manipulating low RPM and high WOB. In Um-al-Radhuma,
many wells have tight spots. Therefore, hole reaming may be required. The Shiranish
formation shows moderate to highly-reactive clay content, which elevates the tendency of
bit balling. Hence, an inhibitor might be added to the drilling fluid. Although high-pressure
sulfur water in the Tayarat formation is observed, the drilling fluid weight is normally used
to control it in most cases. On the other hand, the Hartha formation causes multiple
problems like tight spots, partial to severe losses, and stuck pipes in various depths across
this formation. The drilling fluid losses do not occur because of a drilling fluid weight
larger than the fracture gradient but are caused by the fractured nature of Hartha limestone,
so the chemical composition of the drilling fluid should be compatible with this rock, and
the rheological properties should be designed to avoid any unwanted ECD that causes a
dynamic drilling fluid loss in many wells. In this hole, the drilling fluid type used is KCL
polymer with a weight of 1.08-1.16 sg. Ultimately, an intractable cement loss occurs while
running the cement job, which has been reported predominantly in this section so that the
well integrity is a colossal concern, especially in a sulfurase water zone.
2.5.4.Production Section. The final section in the casing sequences is the liner
casing, which has been hangered inside the intermediate section in most cases. Normally,
the hole is drilled with an 8 ½ in. bit and cased by 7 in. casing to the target zone (Mishrif
formation).. Thus, it isolates the production zones, and it provides appropriate control to
the reservoir. Almost always, stuck pipe occurs while drilling the Tanuma shale formation,
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especially in deviated wells. However, it is not noticeable in drilling vertical wells. The
upper part for Tanuma is shale and tight limestone, but the lower part is unconsolidated
and fractured shale with marl in some locations. Furthermore, differential stuck occurs in
some wells in the Mishrif formation as well as drilling fluid losses in rare cases. Recently,
KCL polymer -Water Base Mud (WBM) with a weight ranging between 1.25-1.35 sg was
used.
To sum up, the wellbore instability problems are the major concern during drilling
operations in southern Iraq. Therefore, the precise estimation of the rigorous well
construction can be helpful in mitigating these difficulties that are commonly derived from
geomechanical /drilling factors. However, the interested area doesn’t have such an analysis
in spite of the severity of the wellbore problem. Thus, this research addresses as a
significant case study for a field in southern Iraq.
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3. LITERATURE REVIEW ON WELLBORE STABILITY
3.1. BACKGROUND
Wellbore failure in shale formations has been studied extensively because the
majority of drilling problems relates to wellbore failure in shaly intervals (Aadnoy &
Chenevert, 1987; Asuelimen & Adetona, 2014; Bradley, 1979; Fjaer, 2008; Cheatham,
1984; Mkpoikana et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2013; Zoback, 2007). The mechanisms beyond
the shale instabilities are complicated and unique to each wellbore instability analysis in
terms of problem alleviation. Some authors have revealed that these problems are related
to mechanically-induced wellbore failure when the stresses around the wellbore exceed the
rock strength in specific failure criteria. Others have included chemical sources of wellbore
failure when the physio-chemical interaction occurs between the fluids in a wellbore. In
addition, the heat transfer between the drilling fluid and underground rock has been shown
to contribute to well destabilization by several authors. The anisotropic effect on the shale
mechanical properties has also been addressed to determine the more likely failure
directions with respect to the well path.
Bradley (1979) introduced the mechanically-induced wellbore failure factors by
performing a comprehensive wellbore instability analysis of deviated wells. The study
developed the stress cloud concept that was inherently based on the weighted contribution
of each wellbore instability variable on the well integrity. It suggested that borehole failure
could be avioded when an emphasis is directed to the following factors: the far field
stresses, the influence of borehole design on an intact rock, and the impact of wellbore
pressure and the drilling fluid properties on the rock strength. He also discussed the
variations within the required drilling fluid weights to ensure borehole stability when the
well inclinations have been changed
Aadnoy (1988) studied the influence of the shale mechanical and elastic parameter
anisotropy on randomly deviated wellbore failure. He developed a mathematical model to
account for the cohesion, angle of internal friction, shear, and tensile strengths along and
perpendicular to the bedding plane. Mohr-coulomb failure criterion was used to
demonstrate the effect of pore pressure on the collapse failure in laminated rock. Moreover,
in this type of effect, the shale deformation was sensitive to the orientation of the well with
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respect to the bedding planes. It applied the transversely isotropic method in which the
elastic parameters are equal in all directions in a horizontal plane.
Hale & Mody (1993) inferred that the wellbore instability analysis in the shale
based only on the mechanical effect is not sufficient to ensure well integrity, and the
chemical effect should be considered. Therefore, they studied the chemical effect induced
stress alteration during the interaction of the drilling fluid properties with such a formation.
They concluded the differences between the shale and hole fluid chemical
potentials/hydraulics were the main driver for the fluid/ ion exchange between these media.
The fluid movement also altered the shale pore pressure and the effective stress magnitude
in the vicinity of the wellbore. Indeed, his study involved the impact of salt concentration
and drilling fluid density on wellbore failure.
Maury and Guenot (1995) concluded the thermal effect should be included in the
borehole instability investigation. They came up with the concept that the heat transferred
between the drilling fluid and formation might possibly disturb the wellbore integrity status
and drilling fluid properties. The drilling fluid cooling effect was equated to increase the
density of the drilling fluid weight. However, the drilling fluid heating effect was deemed
similar in reducing drilling fluid density. These two aspects might potentially result in
tensile and shear failures, respectively. In addition, they summarized parameters, such as
the geothermal gradient, flow rate, drilling fluid thermophysical properties, bit diameter,
and well depth that influenced this phenomenon
Kadyrov (2012) investigated the wellbore instability of horizontal wells in the West
Kazakhstan field that suffer from serious wellbore problems. The wellbore failure was
imputed from inappropriate selections of the following factors: well trajectory, drilling
fluid weight, and types. Hence, an extensive geomechanical model has been implemented
to minimize the drilling difficulties via maximizing the drilling margin in future planning
wells. This study coupled important factors in rock mechanics related to wellbore failures
such as the mechanical stresses, temperature effect, shale physicochemical interactions,
and fluid flow-induced stress. Then, the Mogi-Coulomb failure criterion was used to obtain
the optimal drilling fluid weight
McLellan and Cormier (2013) analyzed the shale stability in the Ferine formation
located in NE British Columbia. He observed that the majority of these problems arose due
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to the combination of different components such as well trajectory design, shale properties,
stress anisotropies, and drilling fluid properties. Moreover, increasing the drilling fluid
weight to prevent the onset of the wellbore collapse failure could deteriorate the wellbore
failure status. The failure was mostly triggered when the wellbore attack angle increased,
especially in rock that had anisotropic strength. Therefore, an extended analysis of
geomechanical and drilling hydraulic parameters should be conducted to mitigate wellbore
failures.
It has been demonstrated that superimposing all potential wellbore instability
perturbations could possibly be facilitated in stabilizing the wellbore (Araujo et al., 2006;
Chen & Chenevert, 2001; Chen et al., 2001; Zhai & Corp, 2011,Nes et al, 2015). Therefore,
extensive wellbore investigations have been carried out by combining all previously
addressed effects in a geomechanical model.

3.2. GEOMECHANICAL MODEL FOR WELLBORE STABILITY ANALYSIS.
An important step in wellbore stability analysis is understanding the fundamental
factors that governs rock failure. The crucial factors include the resistance of the rock’s
internal friction relevant to the applied force per unit area, (i.e. stress (𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 )). Strain (𝜖𝜖)
deformation is associated with an applied load level, particularly if the material

components are displacing to a new position with respect to original location. If the force
is oriented in a way other than normal to the cross-section area, it decomposes to normal
stresses that are responsible for the tensile or compressive failure and shear stress (𝜏𝜏) that
causes slipping or shear failure. The following sections address the geomechanical model
components in a wellbore stability analysis.
There are different behaviors of a rock when it undergoes certain load levels and
conditions, which can potentially serve as a beneficial tool in failure predictions. Assming
linear elasticity, the stress and strain behave linearly, and the slope of the line represents
the stiffness of the rock (Jaeger & Cook, 2007). Nonetheless, if the straight line is extended
to a point when the rock strength is exceeded, then the plastic deformation starts to evolve.
Put differently, in a stress-strain curve, the rock returns to its original state after the stress
is unloaded if the applied force ranges in the elastic region limit while it does not if it is in
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the plastic region (Fjar et al., 2008). Poro- elasticity and viscoelasticity theories describe
other types of rock behaviors that are present when the rocks are saturated with fluid. These
methods rely on the fact that some exerting stress can be absorbed by the fluid in the rock‘s
void space. Therefore, the rock behavior in a stress-strain chart depends on the rate of
applied force as well as the rate of the fluid oust from the rock with respect to the applied
force (Zoback, 2007).

3.3.

PORE PRESSURE AND EFFECTIVE STRESS.
The pore pressure (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ) is essential in the safe operational drilling fluid window

that is constrained to the lower limit of drilling fluid density in overbalanced drilling.
Equation 1 is typically gives the pore pressure of the zone of interest if the depth (z) and
pore pressure gradients (𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔 ) for each interval are available. The effective stress concept
(Terzaghi, 1943), is defined as the result of subtracting the total stress (𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 ) from the pore

pressure (Equation 2).

Commonly, there are several methods to predict the pore pressure, and they can be
divided into three types of measurements: pre-drill pore pressure, pressure during drilling,
and post drill pressure (Li et al., 2012). These methods are validated by the direct
measurement of the pore pressure in a permeable zone using Formation Pressure While
Drilling (FPWD), to obtain an instant measurement of pore pressure, or packing off the
interesting zone and then performing a Repeated Formation Test (RFT) (Azian et al.,
2013).
𝑧𝑧

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = � 𝜌𝜌𝑔𝑔 ∗ 𝑔𝑔 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(1)

𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝

(2)

0

Where (𝑔𝑔) is the gravity acceleration 9.8 m/s 2.
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3.4. ROCK MECHANICAL PROPERTIES.
Elastic parameters describe the behavior of rock in loading and unloading states
that can be measured in the lab by using triaxial compressive test. The Young modulus
(𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 ) is considered to be a reckonable indicator of the rock’s stiffness that acquires from

lab analysis. The Poisson ratio (𝑣𝑣) represents the ratio of lateral strain to longitudinal strain
can also be determinate from the tri-axial test.
Other continuous methods for estimate the elastic properties have been innovated

by using geophysics logs. Since it is costly and time-consuming to perform coring in the
entire well interval, in addition to, the rock sample only represents a small segment of the
wellbore wall (Horsrud, 2001). Therefore, the dynamic technique has been employed
throughout using the sonic (shear velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 ) and compressional velocity (𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 )) and the

density logs (bulk density (𝜌𝜌𝑝𝑝 )) measurements to estimate elastic parameters. However, in

some circumstances, the compressional velocity is not recorded therefore an empirical

equation might be use to derived it depended on the available shear velocity (Equation 3)
(Castagna, 1985). The Poisson ratio can be calculated by using the acoustic log parameters
by Equation 4 (Zoback, 2007). The Young moduli also compute mathematically from
Equation 5. Then the dynamic Young’s modules should be converted to static (𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 ) by using
Equation 6 (Lacy, 1997).

Similarly, the plastic or inelastic properties of the rock can be calculated by using
static and dynamic approaches. In the static method, the Unconfined Compressive Strength
(UCS) can be obtained from the core test, in which an unconfined pressure is applied to
the rock sample (only axial load). However, in the tri-axial test several confining pressure
are conducted associated with axial stress, then the intercept of the tri-axial chart represents
the UCS. Concerning dynamic approaches, empirical equations for different lithology and
geological time have been derived in many regions base on practical observations of static
methods such as Equations 7 and 8 by Horsrud (2001) and Lal (1999) (applicable to high
porosity shale in the North Sea), respectively. Also, Equation 9 estimates the UCS values
for Pliocene and younger shale in the Gulf of Mexico region. Equation 10 is used to
anticipate the compressive strength globally (Chang et al., 2006).
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The angle of internal fracture (Ф), can be measured by using the triaxial-test as a
static measurement, but there are also several well logging-derived equation such as
Equation 11 (Lal, 1999).

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝 = 1.16 × 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 − 1.36

(3)

𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷 = 2 × 𝐺𝐺 × (1 + 𝑣𝑣)

(5)

𝑣𝑣 =

(4)

𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝2 − 2 × 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 2
2 × (𝑉𝑉𝑝𝑝2 − 𝑉𝑉𝑠𝑠 2 )

𝐸𝐸𝑠𝑠 = 0.018 × 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷2 + 0.422 × 𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷
304.8 2.93
UCS = 0.77 × �
�
∆t
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 10 × �

304.8
− 1�
𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥

304.8 3.2
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 0.43 × �
�
∆𝑡𝑡
304.8 2.6
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 1.35 × �
�
∆𝑡𝑡
vb−1000

Ф= sin−1 (vb+1000)

Where (∆𝑡𝑡) is compressional travel time of the acoustic log usec/ft.

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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3.5. ANDERSONIAN STATE OF STRESS
The in-situ stresses of the intact rocks are assumed to expose into three principles
Andersonian stresses (Anderson, 1951). It assumes that the Earth surface is a free surface,
and there are three mutually perpendicular principle stresses in the subsurface: one of them
vertical and the other two horizontals. Several methods and approaches have been studied
and developed to obtain the directions and magnitudes of each stress (Bell, 2003).
3.5.1.Vertical Stress. Vertical stress (Sv) is the stress representing the bulk density
of the overlying rock. The bulk density consists of the weight of the solid particles (matrix
density (𝛒𝛒𝐦𝐦𝐦𝐦 ) and the fluid (fluid density (𝝆𝝆𝒇𝒇 ) of the pore fluids expressed in Equation 12.

Therefore, There are several approaches to estimate the bulk density such as; core sample
analysis, porosity log and use of typical rocks density value, or deploying a wireline density
log tool) (Peng, 2007). Because it is not common to core the entire well depth, calibrated
dynamic density sources are used in overburden stress calculations (Burnett et al., 1993).
When the bulk density is determined, the total vertical stress is estimated by
integrating the bulk density gradient in each formation over the depth of interest using
Equation 13 (Rabia, 2010).

𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏 = (1 − ϕ) × ρma + 𝜙𝜙 × 𝜌𝜌𝑓𝑓
𝑧𝑧

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = � 𝜌𝜌𝑏𝑏 × 𝑔𝑔 × 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(12)

(13)

0

Where (ϕ) is the rock porosity unitless.

3.5.2.Minimum Horizontal Stress Estimation. The magnitude of the minimum

horizontal stress (Sh) is fundamental to understanding the rock response during the
exploration and development stages to obtain a problem-free wellbore (Plumb, 1994;
Woodland & Bell, 1989).
Number of imperially derived equations have been developed for different regions
to calculate Sh. Equation 14 was proposed by Hubbert and Willis (1957) to obtain the least
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principle stress in the normal faulting regime (Gulf of Mexico) according to vertical stress
and pore pressure values (Zoback, 2007). A similar concept was adopted by Matthews and
Kelly (1967) to relate the Sh with the formation pressure in Equation 15. This equation was
derived for the area in the Gulf coast of and southern Texas through the manipulated
(k i (z)) variable that is a function of the depth, and it is the ratio of Sh from fluid injection

test to Sv. After that (Eaton, 1969) used the principle of bilateral constraint to drive the
(k i (z)) variable to estimate Sh in the Gulf of Mexico by combining: vertical stress, pore

pressure and Poisson ratio in Equation 16. (Breckels & van Eekelen, 1982) came up with
other empirically-derived equations, that related the depth to the formation pressure and
hydrostatic pressure, then data of hydraulic fracturing tests were compiled from various

regions to drive Equations 17 and 18. Afterward, the analysis from Zoback and Healy
(1984) relied on the frictional strength equilibrium concept; meaning this theory controlled
the steady state of a pre-existing complex geological structure such as fractures and fault.
These geological structures tend to slip if they undergo to stress level exceeding the
coefficient of friction in an area, along with insufficient normal stress. Contradictorily, it
is at equilibrium when both the friction coefficient and normal stress are resisted to the
slipping action; therefore equation 19 was formulated for Sh estimation. Lately, (Holbrook
et al., 1993) found other mathematical relationship to affiliate the Sh with rock porosity in
Equation 20. It worth to state, these imperially-derived equations should be calibrated with
the available hydraulic fracturing tests to get a robust stress log values. Appendix A
contains other types of empirical derived correlations.
For integrity purposes, the Leak-Off Test (LOT) is frequently conducted during
the drilling operation to ensure the designed drilling fluid pressure does not fracture the
rocks in the next hole as well as the Sh estimations (Lee et al., 2004). Practically, LOT is
carried out after (10 to 20 ft.) being drilled below the last casing shoe then the Rate Hole
rocks are isolated and pressurized, until the deviation point from a straight line in the
pressure vs. time chart is reached, which represents the LOT point shown in Figure 3.2.
This point is approximately close to the least principal stress if the pumping continues
beyond the formation breakdown pressure when both low flow rate and fluid viscosity are
utilized (Zoback, 2007). An excessive pumping procedure is primarily required to extend
the induced fracture deep in the formation which is diminished both the wellbore stresses
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and rock tensile strength effects. After that, the pumping pressure goes down to a stable
level, where the fracture propagates away from the wellbore, which is called Fracture
Propagation Pressure (FPP). Then, instantaneous shut-off pump is processed, and the
pressure being recorded, named Instantaneous Shut in Pressure (ISIP). This point
represents a good estimation of the upper limit of the lease principal stress because the
pressure escalation due to high fluid viscosity is disappeared (Woodland & Bell, 1989). In
the case of the viscous treatment fluid, the Fracture Closure Pressure (FCP) can be deemed
as best representative of the lease principle stress (Zoback, 2010).
.

Sh = 0.3 × (Sv − Pp) + Pp

(14)

Sh = k i (z) × (Sv − Pp) + Pp

(15)

v
� × (Sv − Pp) + Pp
1−v

Sh = �

(16)

Sh = 0.197 × z1.145 + 0.46 × (Pp − Ph) For z > 11,000 ft

(17)

Sh = 0.197 × z1.145 + 0.46 × (Pp − Ph) For z < 11,000 ft

(18)

Sh = [(1 + µ2 )2 + µ)]^2 × (Sv − Pp) + Pp

(19)

Sh = (1 − ∅) × (Sv − Pp) + Pp

(20)

Where (µ) is the coefficient of the internal friction angle that can be obtained from internal
friction angle by µ =

1+sin(Φ)

1−sin(Φ)

.
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Figure 3.1. Leak-off test (Zoback, 2010).

3.5.3.Maximum Horizontal Stress. There is no direct way to directly measure
the Maximum Horizontal Stress (SH) so estimation of SH is based on indirect methods
(Aadnoy & Hansen, 2005). Similar to the least principal stress methods presented in
Section 3.6.3, there are two separate measurements types. The first involves the approaches
that alter the in-situ rock conditions, (i.e. wellbore hydraulic tests). The second methods
are based on the rock behavior observations under various circumstances such as; borehole
breakout, statically-derived equations and earthquake focal mechanism (Ljunggren et al.,
2003).
Each method has its own limitations and drawbacks when it is implemented in real
life situations. The empirical-derived methods are often established for a particular area
and under specific assumptions that might be not applicable in another field, or it can result
in erroneous outcomes. For example, the wellbore breakout width correlation is relied on
the rock failure observation which is not necessarily due to the stress contrast (Ljunggren
et al., 2003). Thus, a considerable attention should be paid to this technique when it uses
for the SH estimations.
Several equations have been empirically developed by different authors and
perspectives to obtain maximum horizontal stress magnitudes and directions. Equation 21
was developed to determine SH based on the wellbore breakout width (Blanco & Turner,
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2011; TeufeL and Blenton, 1985). Also, Equation 23 was introduced to calculated the SH
base on the types of fault regime, the values of Sv and Sh (Peng, 2007). Number of
correlations being included in Appendix A.

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ((UCS + 2𝑃𝑃𝑝𝑝 + 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿) − 𝑆𝑆ℎ (41 + 2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏 ))/(1 − 2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏 )

(21)

2𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏 = 𝜋𝜋 − 𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏

(22)

SH = 𝑚𝑚 × (Sv − Sh ) + 𝑆𝑆ℎ

(23)

Where (𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿) is the differential pressure between borehole and pore pressures, (𝜃𝜃𝑏𝑏 ) is

maximum angle of breakout, (𝑊𝑊𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 ) is the breakout width (Barton et al., 1988), and (𝑚𝑚) is

constant depended on the type of faulting regime range 0-2 (In normal fault, it is equal to
0.5) (Peng, 2007).
3.5.4.Stress Polygon. The constraint of the maximum horizontal stress magnitude
in upper and lower bound respectively can be enacted by using the stress polygon technique
(Zoback et al., 1986). This method depends on the friction strength theory, by which the
stress magnitude is calculated at a given depth throughout manipulating; the overburden
stress, pore pressure and coefficient of internal friction angle (µ) (Zoback et al., 2003).
The polygon construction includes the probable existing three faulting regimes (normal
faulting, strike-slip, reverse faulting) that can be represented by the diagram as shown in
Figure 3.3. The SH and Sh are the domains of the polygon, and these stresses can be
computed from one of the Equations 24, 25 and 26. The lower part of the vertical line in
the diagram (at normal faulting area) is represented by the value of Sh from Equation 24
while the upper horizontal line (at reverse faulting area) is indicated the highest value of
SH from Equation 26. The point in which the SH=Sh=Sv is considered the transition point
between these faulting regimes based on the following facts. In Normal Faulting (NF) the
stresses are: (Sv>SH>Sh) in Reverse Faulting (RF) the principal stresses are (SH>Sh>Sv),
eventually, in Strike-Slip (SS) the in-situ stress are (SH>Sv>Sh).
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Fundamentally, the stresses state is located in the area of the polygon as long as the
reign of investigation in friction equilibrium state which is a normal state in most
tectonically relaxing areas (Zoback, 2007). However, a modification of the polygon area
can be achieved by taking into account the state of stress as well as the pore pressure change
that might be shortening or widening the shape of polygon base on increasing or decreasing
in the pore pressure, respectively. Also, by inserting the constraint of stresses value from
the breakout width calculations of SH in the stress polygon can narrow down the possible
range of SH.
The key function of the polygon is the possible bounded range of SH obtained by
placing the best value of calibrated Sh (which might be obtained from the leak-off test) in
the X-axis of polygon domain and measuring the corresponded values of SH in the stress
polygon in Y-axis.

Figure 3.2. Stress polygon (Zoback et al., 2003).

S1 (Sv − Pp)
=
≤ (µ2 + 1)0.5 + µ)^2 For NF regime
S3
Sh − Pp

(24)
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S1 (SH − Pp)
=
≤ (µ2 + 1)0.5 + µ)^2 For SS regime
S3
Sh − Pp

S1 (SH − Pp)
=
≤ (µ^2 + 1)^0.5 + µ)^2 For RF regime
S3
Sv − Pp

(25)

(26)

3.5.5.Principal Stresses Around The Wellbore. Primarily, the stresses
concentration around wellbore is different from the near wellbore region. The in-situ
stresses concentrations are gradually converted to wellbore principle stresses as to get
closer to wellbore‘s circumference because of the circular borehole geometry (Aadnoy,
2010). This state of stresses is also formed, due to the virgin rocks in the well being
removed, and the parent rocks are replaced by the wellbore drilling fluid. Accordingly, it
is contributed to form stress acting tangentially to the borehole named as hoop stress (𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 )

and stress acting perpendicular to the borehole named as radial stress (𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ) as well as stress
acting along of the borehole axis called axial stress (𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ). Furthermore, in deviated and

horizontal wells, the shear stresses (𝜏𝜏) come up to have effectiveness on the local wellbore
stresses.
The determination of these stresses deems a crucial task in the wellbore analysis
because the rock deforms in shear/tensile failure is mostly related to the magnitude of
wellbore principal stresses. Shear failure evolves if the hoop/axial/radial stress is exceeding
the shear strength of the rock. In the same regard, the tensile failure occurs when the
hoop/axial stress is reached to the value of tensile strength (Fjar et al., 2008). So that the
explicit knowledge of these stresses can assist to form a safe mud window in the drilling
operation by avoiding the causes of wellbore failure when the drilling fluid density is
appropriately selected.

3.6. STRESS TRANSFORMATION
In wellbore analysis, different types of coordinate systems in the vicinity of the
wellbore that is required to be transferred to the borehole reference system. Understanding
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these coordinate systems and their directions might give unmistakable diagnostics of the
state of stresses around the wellbore (Aadnøy & Looyeh, 2011). Therefore, convenient
transformation equations is used to transfer the stress tensor from the global coordinate
system (Sv, SH, Sh) to the arbitrarily oriented wellbore Cartesian coordinate system
(𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥 , 𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦 , 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧 ) representing the stresses in x,y,z direction, repectively. Then the result is

transformed to cylindrically wellbore coordinate system (𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 , 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ) based one Kirsch

solution of impermeable rock by Equations 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33,34, 35, 36 and 37
(Aadnoy & Chenevert, 1987).

𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥 = (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑆𝑆ℎ × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 𝜑𝜑) 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 𝛾𝛾 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛2 𝛾𝛾
𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑛𝑛2 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑆𝑆ℎ × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 𝜑𝜑

𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧 = (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑆𝑆ℎ × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 𝜑𝜑)𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 𝛾𝛾 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 𝛾𝛾

(27)
(28)

(29)

𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0.5 × (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 2 𝜑𝜑 + 𝑆𝑆ℎ × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2 𝜑𝜑 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝛾𝛾

(30)

𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 = 0.5 × (𝑆𝑆ℎ − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝜑𝜑 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐

(31)

𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 0.5 × (𝑆𝑆ℎ − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝜑𝜑 × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

(32)

𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 = (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 + 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − ∆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝) − 2 × (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆) × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2𝜃𝜃 − 4 × 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏
× 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝜃𝜃

(33)

𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = ∆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝

(34)

𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 2 × 𝜈𝜈 × (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 − 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆)𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐2𝜃𝜃 − 4 × 𝜐𝜐 × 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠2𝜃𝜃

(35)
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𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 0

(36)

𝜏𝜏𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 = 2 × (𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 × 𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 − 𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏𝜏 × 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)

(37)

Where 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , 𝜏𝜏𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥 , 𝜏𝜏𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 , 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝜏𝜏𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 and 𝜏𝜏𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 are the shear stress in x-z plane, shear stress

in x-y plane, shear stress in y-z plane, shear stress in r-𝜃𝜃 plane, shear stress in r-z plane,
and shear stress in 𝜃𝜃-z plane, respectively. The variables 𝛾𝛾, 𝜑𝜑, and 𝜃𝜃 are the well inclination

from vertical, the well geographic azimuth and the well azimuth from maximum horizontal
stress directions, respectively.
Finally, the principle stresses at each point at the wellbore wall can be obtained

from Equations 38 and 39.

0.5

𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃 + 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃 + 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 2
2
𝑆𝑆1 = �
+ ��
� + 𝜏𝜏𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃
�
2
2

� − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

0.5

𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃 + 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧
𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃 + 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 2
2
𝑆𝑆1 = �
− ��
� + 𝜏𝜏𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃
�
2
2

� − 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

(38)

(39)

3.7. ROCK TENSILE STRENGTH
The critical of the rock tensile strength is related to the wellbore failure pose, when
the principal stresses (hoop or axial) reach the value of the tensile strength as seen in
Equation 40. However, sedimentary rocks ability to withstand tensile stress is small and
the presence of natural fractures causes the rock tensile strength to vanish. Therefore,
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tensile failure is commonly assumed to occur when either hoop stress or axial stress reach
zero (Aadnoy & Chenevert, 1987; Bradley, 1979).
Sθθ Or zz ≥ To = 0

(40)

3.8. SOURCE OF STRESS AROUND THE WELLBORE
The main contributors to the failure are caused by stress, strength or pore pressure
alterations. The well trajectory design, with respect to far field stress and the drilling fluid
weight being used, is profoundly responsible for mechanical wellbore failures. The pore
pressure alterations have an influence on the rock’s strength and eventually deteriorate the
wellbore stability that might possibly induce due to chemical effect. The state of stress in
the well also could be changed by thermal effect. Finally, the anisotropic nature of the rock
leads to variations in rock strength according to test directions. Thus the strength of the
rock is directionally dependent.
3.8.1. Chemical-Induced Stress at the Wellbore Well. The chemical effect is
caused by the interaction of continuous phase of drilling fluid with either formation rock
or fluid. This interaction leads to either stress or pore pressure alteration around the
wellbore, which is weakening the rock in some cases (Hale et al., 1993). The shale behaves
as a non-ideal semi-permeable membrane, which governs the ion /solvent movement
between the continue phase of the drilling fluid and the shale (Yew & Wang, 1992). These
actions depend on the activity of water phase (aw) in the drilling fluid, shale activity (as)
(the fresh water has chemical activity equal to 1 while salty water is less than 1)
permeability, temperature (T), confined pressure as well as reflection coefficient (Im ), that
indicates whether solute or solvent flow in the shale membrane or both. (Chen &
Chenevert, 2001; Tan et al., 1996). (i.e. if the reflection coefficient is one, the membrane
allows water flow only, while when it is equal to zero, the water and ions move freely in
membrane).
Due to the movement of the ions or solvents between formation and borehole by
chemical interaction, the ions (solute) moves from the medium of the higher-ions
concentration (high salinity) to the lower-ions concentration (low salinity) to reach
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equilibrium. However, the solvent (water) moves from the lower salinity medium to the
higher and the osmotic pressure difference develops as a consequence (Tan et al., 1997;
Tan et al., 1996), which is defined as the pressure needed to prohibit the water movement
in a semi-membrane medium. For instance, if the drilling fluid activity is less than the shale
activity thus the osmotic pressure is developed. Consequently, the solvent moves from the
shale to the drilling fluid by the desorption process which leads to escalating in the shale
dehydrate, decrease in the pore pressure, an increase in both the hoop (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐ℎ ) and the axial

stresses (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐ℎ ). On the other hand, if the drilling fluid activity is greater than shale activity

the osmotic pressure acquires, and the solvent moves from the drilling fluid to the shale,
which leads to the shale hydrate (adsorption) the pore pressure increase, and the hoop
(𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐ℎ ) and axial stresses (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐ℎ ) are reduced. These phenomena might to some degree

induce wellbore instability in the vicinity of the wellbore during shale hydration and

dehydration. (Zhang et al, 2006, Hale et al., 1993a; Hale et al., 1993b; Chenevert et al.,
1975). Nevertheless, the drilling fluid induced dehydration (desorption) might contribute
in stabilizing the wellbore in a fractured shale (Kell et al., 1968). The primary alteration
that causes wellbore failure due to the chemical effect results in potential change in tensile
and shear strength, pore pressure, Young modulus and stress alteration (Zhang et al., 2006).
Mathematically, analytical equations have been developed to calculate the induced stress
due to the osmotic chemical effect in equations 41, 42 and 44.
In addition to the chemical potential different, there are other chemical and
hydraulic transportations mechanisms behind the potential of chemically-induced failure,
,that are out of the research scope such as; the capillary pressure, the pressure diffusion,
the advection, and the swelling pressure (Al-Bazali et al., 2009; Asef & Farrokhrouz, 2013;
Chenevert & Pernot, 1998; Lal, 1999; Mody & Hale, 1993; Tan, 1997; Zhang, 2008).

Pπ = −Im × �

RT
aw
� × ln � �
VM
as

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐ℎ = 𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 +

1 − 2 × 𝜐𝜐
× 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
1 − 𝜐𝜐

(41)

(42)
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𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐ℎ = 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 +

1 − 2 × 𝜐𝜐
× 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
1 − 𝜐𝜐

𝜎𝜎𝜎𝜎𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑐ℎ = 0

(43)

(44)

Where Pπ is the osmotic potential, R is the universal gas constant that equal to 8.314

Pa.m3/(mol.K) , and VM is the water molar volume equal to 18.104 m^3.

3.8.2. Thermal Stress. The thermal stress is induced at depth mainly by heat

transfer between the cooler drilling fluid and the warmer formation, which causes a
reduction in the hoop (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑇𝑇ℎ ) and axial stresses (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑇𝑇ℎ ) (Tang & Luo, 1998).

Simultaneously, this high-temperature drilling fluid will heat up the shallower rock

temperature during the drilling fluid circulation, and ultimately cause an increase in the
hoop (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑇𝑇ℎ ) and axial stresses (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑇𝑇ℎ ). A high-temperature of drilling fluid might

increase the formation pore pressure due to the larges different between expansion factors
of the pore fluid compare to the rock matrix (Ayoub et al., 2003).
The cooling effect of the drilling fluid might cause micro fractures initiation during
drilling fluid circulation, which might induce seepage losses (Tang & Luo, 1998). On the

other hand, since the drilling fluid gets warmer, these micro fractures are closed, and the
drilling fluid inside them pushes back to the wellbore, which might be misinterpreted as an
unexpected kick. (Zoback, 2010). The drilling fluid cooling effects leads to compressive
stress reduction, while it increases the tensile stress that makes the wellbore more stable in
terms of shear failure, yet it could be more likely fail in terms of tensile failure (Tao &
Ghassemi, 2007).
It is worth to mention; there are other sources of thermal stress during the drilling
operation, such as drill string drag induced thermal stress and the drilling bit heat source.
These conduction and convection heat transfer takes place from the center of the wellbore
to the formation, and the drilling fluid is the only isolation between these two mediums.
The friction heat source is created from the contact between the drill string and the
formation, especially in the deviated well. (Nguyen et al., 2010) . The mechanical friction
in the drill bit with the formation contributes in rising the drilling fluid temperature because
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the bit is in direct contact with the drilling fluid. On the other hand, the thermal effect
induces failure can transfer away from the wellbore rock, and it has a higher diffusivity
nature than the hydraulic invasion effect (Chen et al., 2001). Hence, a simple analytical
solution has been introduced to account for the hoop (𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃𝑇𝑇ℎ ) and axial stress (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑇𝑇ℎ )
alterations due to thermal exchange by the equations 45 and 46 (Zoback, 2010).

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑇𝑇ℎ

= 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑐𝑐ℎ +

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇ℎ = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐ℎ +

𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀 × 𝐸𝐸 × (𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)
1 − 𝑣𝑣

𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀 × 𝐸𝐸 × (𝑇𝑇 − 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇)
1 − 𝑣𝑣

(45)

(46)

Where 𝛼𝛼𝑀𝑀 is the volumetric thermal expansion coefficient for shale assumed

2.58 × 10−6 𝑘𝑘 −1 (Kadyrov & Tutuncu, 2012), 𝑇𝑇 and 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 are the drilling fluid circulation
temperature and the formation temperature both in k.

3.8.3. Rock Anisotropic Induce Wellbore Failure. This type of effect induces
wellbore stability problems, especially in deviation and horizontal wells. Clearly, the
mechanical properties of certain kinds of rocks are directional dependent. These properties
are; Young Modules, Poisson ratio, shear, and tensile strength (Aadnøy & Looyeh, 2011).
These variations in the properties can induce several shear and tensile failures during
highly deviated well penetration. In this regard, the plane of weakness being introduced
in geomechanics studies of the wellbore stability proposes that there is a weak plane in
which the rock fails under specific circumstances (Jaeger & Cook, 2007). The severity of
the bedding-related failure is based on; the wellbore attack angle on the bedding planes,
the normal stresses around the wellbore, formation dipping and wellbore azimuth (Aadnoy
et al., 2009; Wu & Tan, 2010; Økland & Cook, 1998; Shamsuzzoha, 2015).
Furthermore, this effect is more prone when the well azimuth is in direction or close
to the maximum principal stress direction (In Normal Faulting Environment). In other
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hand, the well is more stable (in terms of shear failure) when it is drilled in the direction of
least principal stress. The optimum well trajectory should be around 45 degrees from
maximum horizontal stress (Aadnoy et al., 2009a; Shamsuzzoha, 2015).
Thus, an extensive analysis of the bedding related wellbore failure is required. A
specific lab tests determine horizontal and vertical elasticity and rock’s mechanical
properties such as; Young modulus, UCS, internal friction angle, and cohesion. For
simplicity, Equations 47 accounts for the change in the coherence of the rock with a
different attack angle then it can be converted to UCS by equation 48. (Jeager, 1960;
McLamore, 1966).

𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 = 𝐶𝐶1 − 𝐶𝐶2 × (cos(2 × (𝜓𝜓 − 𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓)))
𝜙𝜙
𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈𝑈 = 2 × 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 × 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(45 + )
2

(47)

(48)

Where (𝐶𝐶1 , 𝐶𝐶2 ) are maximum and minimum cohesion, respectively. (𝜓𝜓) is the angle

between the bedding plane and S1 (maximum principle stress), and the 𝜓𝜓𝜓𝜓 is the minimum

angle of the 𝜓𝜓 corresponding to minimum cohesion value.

3.9. FAILURE CRITERIA
Several authors have suggested that the Mogi-Coulomb failure criterion is
representative of wellbore failure (Gholami et al., 2014; Al-Ajmi & Zimmerman, 2006;
Rahimi & Nygaard, 2014). Figure 3.4 shows the logical domain of the Mogi Coulomb
failure criterion.
Equations 53 gives the Mogi-Coulomb failure criterion. While Equations 49, 50,
51 and 52 are; the strength constant related to both cohesion and internal friction (a), and
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the strength constant related to internal friction (b), the mean normal stress (𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 ),and the
octahedron shear stress (𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ).

𝑎𝑎 = 2 × 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 ×
𝑏𝑏 = 2 ×

√2
𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐(𝜙𝜙)
3

√2
sin(𝜙𝜙)
3

1
𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = ((𝑆𝑆1 − 𝑆𝑆2 )2 + (𝑆𝑆2 − 𝑆𝑆3 )2 + (𝑆𝑆3 − 𝑆𝑆1 )2 )0.5
3
𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 =

𝑆𝑆1 + 𝑆𝑆2 + 𝑆𝑆3
3

𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = 𝑎𝑎 + 𝑏𝑏 × 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚

Figure 3.3. Mogi-Coulomb FC. Domain.

(49)

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)
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3.10. MAIN TYPES OF WELLBORE INSTABILITY RELATED PROBLEMS
There are different kinds of wellbore instability related problems that are commonly
encountered in the drilling operations: stick pipe, caving, tight hole and lost of circulation.
The stuck pipe problems cause non productive times and in more severe cases tracking or
losing the well. Hole cavings might lead to inaccurate well logging reading, improper hole
cleaning, and insufficient cement volume pumping. The tight spots cause unscheduled
wiper trip or reaming that eventually increases the NPT. The drilling fluid loss lead to
extend the well expenditure and kick or blowout in severe scenario (Escobar & Santander,
2014; Maury et al., 1987).
Collapse failure arises, when the formation in the vicinity of wellbore falling is due
to shear failure (Fjaer et al., 2008). Consequently, the wellbore is packed off if the drilling
ferments are not adequately transported out of the hole in brittle shale (due to insufficient
drilling fluid properties, flow rate, or string rotation), and a pack off stick pipe might be
encountered. Nevertheless, hole erosion is another source of washout if the flow rate is too
high, especially in unconsolidated rocks. A reduction of boreholes might experience due
to yield in the plastic zone around the well when either the drilling fluid weight and/or
properties are not sufficient to support the wellbore wall or the stress contrast around the
well is too high repecting to the rock strength (Tare & Mody, 2002). The details description
of the shear and tensile failure were explaining in Appendix A.

3.11. TYPES OF STUCK PIPE
The stock pipe is defined as the inability of pulling the drill string out of the hole
caused by downhole obstacles even though the maximum over-pull has been applied. There
are different common causes lead to pipe sticking. The two primary types of pipe sticking
occur in drilling operations, which are differential sticking, or mechanical sticking.
Differential sticking happens when the borehole pressure is substantially higher than the
pore pressure in a permeable formation. Furthermore, the friction coefficient, inappropriate
fluid loss controller as well as solid removing efficiency and BHA exposure time to the
formation are intensified factors to the differential sticking (Rabia, 2010). In other hand,
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the mechanical sticking is usually experienced due to physical restriction of the drill string
(Cunningham, 2012). Technically, there are various types of the mechanical stick but in
this research, borehole instability and drill pipe pack off were investigated. Mechanical
sticking often called pack off when the cuttings and caving are wrapping around the drill
stem and prevent the movement.
The pack off happens mainly due to improper hole cleaning, or formation
degradation. Typically, the drill cutting related stuck pipe befalls during pull out of the
string by different sources such as hole washout (low flow rate), or inefficient fluid
properties. As the hole over-gauges, the annuluss’ velocity is reduced. Thus, the solid
particles tend to settle down in the upper part of the drill string tool joint because of hole
restriction (Warren et al., 1940). With regard to the drilling fluid deficiency, the insufficient
suspending agent in drilling fluid could lead to the cuttings being transported up to the
surface aggregated, resulting in pack off sticking. However, if the well highly deviates a
considerable care should be taken to the flow rate and the drilling fluid properties because
of the rock fragments lifting tends to roll within the lower well side, so it needs high energy
to get diligent transportation (Devereux, 2012). The bore hole potentially suffers form pack
off sticking in shale formation. if the chemical and physical properties react with the
drilling fluid properties, forcing the shale to stick (or gummed) to the pipe.

3.12. WELLBORE INSTABILITY PARAMETERS
Several authors have categorized factors that cause wellbore instability into
controllable and uncontrollable parameters shown in Table 3.1 (McLean, 1996; Fjaer,
2008; Pašić et al., 2007). The stability of the wellbore is achieved by choosing the
controllable parameters for the optimum well design such as; drilling fluid properties,
density, well trajectory and well casing design. These parameters can be used as valuable
tools to determine the best solutions in order to prevent failure. Also, the designer will have
a clear pictures regarding the parameters that can be adjusted to avoid the instability
problems. For example, the in-situ parameters cannot be adjusted or modified, but it
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effectiveness might be mitigated indirectly based on the controllable factors (appropriately
selection of the controllable parameters (i.e. drilling fluid density and casing design)).

Table 3.1. Controllable parameters
Uncontrollable factors

Controllable factors

Low strength rocks

Drilling parameters

Stress anisotropy

Mud chemical properties

Naturally fracture

Rock Erosion

Faulting regime

Mud temperature

Chemical properties of the rock

Drill string vibration

Thermal gradient

Borehole transient
pressure

Unconsolidated formation

ECD and static density

Formation mobility

Well casing design

Overpressure zones

Well trajectory design

From the drilling perspective, the uncontrollable effects have a direct or indirect
effect of escalating the wellbore instability diagnostic and solution. For instance, increasing
the drilling fluid pressure to handle the pressure increase in abnormal pressure zones might
lead to initiate tensile failure on the other weak zones. In other hand, the unconsolidated
rock and natural fracture might potentially induce rock fragments to fall during drilling by
either drill string vibration or BHA design that consequently lead to stick pipe. Hence, the
diagnostic of the main source causing hole failure is a highly important task in term of the
treatment selection. Since this problem frequently poses by a combination of different
effects so that a proper understanding of these influences is required (Fjaer, 2008; Pašić et
al., 2007).
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3.13. STEPS TO PREVENT PIPE STICKING
Various approaches and procedures have been carried out in the oil industry to
prevent the pipe sticking incidents. The well-trained rig personnel and new
technologies/material can be helpful in reducing the likelihood of the pipe sticking.
Recently, the comparison of the drilling data between Measurement While Drilling
(MWD) with the rigs’ surface sensors can give clear insight regarding the downhole
obstacles (Bailey et al., 1991; Falconer et al., 1989; Bible et al., 1991). For example, if the
real-time monitoring of the Wight on bit and drag logs from the MWD different from the
rig surface measurements, this case can be an earlier indication of pipe sticking. The drill
string friction log, compile with ROP can also be beneficial in predict the onset pipe
sticking (Bailey et al.,1991). The real time caliber log has been mounted in Log While
Drilling tools (LWD) to determine the change in hole diameter during the drilling and the
subsequence problems (Elahifar et al., 2012; Orban et al., 1991). The continue circulation
technique can be helpful in reducing the borehole pressure related instabilities with respect
to surge and swab effects. The chemical additive has widely used in drilling operation to
minimized the shale stabilizes due to chemically-related wellbore failure.

3.14. SHALE TIME DEPENDENT-FAILURE
Several authors investigated the shale behavior after prolonged exposure time to
the drilling fluid. It turned out the longer contact with water base mud fluid, the higher the
likelihood of shale failures with time (Hardy er al., 1959; Horsurd et al., 1994; Nes et al.,
2015; Tare et al., 2001). Different mechanisms might potentially induce time-dependent
failures such as; hydrodynamic consolidation, creep, shale-fluid interaction, and
temperature (Horsurd et al., 1994). The consolidation is mostly related to pore pressure
alteration due to the change in state of stress, and it is a function of permeability, porosity,
and rock/fluid stiffness. The creep is phenomena, in which the rock strain change over time
with respect to constant effective stress and it comes from viscoelastic effect. The last two
mechanisms were discussed in the sections 3.9.1 and 3.9.2, respectively.
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3.15. QUANTITATIVE RISK ANALYSIS IN GEOMECHANICS MODEL
The quantitative risk analysis (QRA) is frequently employed in petroleum related
geomechanics because there is much uncertainty in the geomechanics input variables
(MckLellan & Hawkes., 1996; Ottesen et al., 1999). This approach is conducted by
identified the range of the probability for the input data then, Monte Carlo simulations is
performed, and the model result is represented by probability plots (Moos et al., 2003). The
detail description of this method is out of research scope.

3.16. DRILLING PRACTICE OPTIMIZATION
The downhole pressure is fluctuated during the tripping operation due to surge and
swab effects. These phenomena can result in different wellbore instability issues such as
drilling fluid losses or pipe sticking (Mitchell, 1988). Physically, the surge pressure can be
defined as the increment in bottom hole pressure due to the drill tools (casing, drill pipe)
being lowered into the well. Contrarily, the swab pressure is described as the reduction in
the bottom hole pressure because the drilling tools are pulled out of the hole (Bourgoyne,
1986). Therefore, it is essential to include a safety factor or trip margin to account for the
surge and swab pressure in the well construction stage. Different factors contribute in
tripping related pressure alterations, such as tripping velocities, drilling fluid properties,
drill string eccentricities, wellbore geometry variations, and types of flow regimes
(Mitchell, 1988; Srivastav et al., 2012). Numerous mathematical model has been innovated
base on different disciplines to consider the drilling fluid density alterations by the tripping
operation.
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4. DRILLING OPTIMIZATION LITERATURE REVIEW
4.1. DRILLING OPTIMIZATION BACKGROUND
The drilling operational parameters are optimized to increase the rate of penetration
in order to reduce the drilling time and the associated problems. The drilling improvements
are not only accomplished by enhancing the drilling conditions but also through choosing
proper drilling tools for an individual formation (Hareland et al. , 2007) . The ROP can be
increased when the WOB, RPM, and hydraulic factors to some extent are incremented. The
WOB building up led to further bit teeth embedment into the virgin formation and ROP
improvement. Also, the increase in both RPM, and hole cleaning parameters result in a
significant enhancement in ROP (Hareland & Nygaard, 2007). On the other hand, it is
decreased if the hole size, drilling fluid density, rock strength and bit worn out factors are
increased. The larger the bit size, the higher weight on bit distribution on the parent rock,
then less ROP drives. As the drilling fluid gets denser, the chip holds down effect is
intensified, and consequently, the ROP is lowered. The rock aggressiveness to penetration
is elevated if the rock strength, or the bit wear increase ( Defined as the damage in the bit
components), which lead to a reduction in ROP (Hareland & Nygaard, 2007). Different
techniques have been developed in the oil industry to optimize the drilling condition from
various disciplines, such as the drill off test, multi-regression analysis, and drilling
optimization simulators (DROPS) (Rashidi et al., 2008). Other common drilling
optimization techniques are either mechanic specific energy method (MSE) or drill-off test
to simulate ROP (Rashidi et al., 2008). The detail information can be founded in Appendix
A. There are different types of the drill bit have been developing to increase the ROP such
as Drag bits and roller cone bits. However, the details descriptions of the drag bitPolycrystalline Diamond Compact (PDC) has addressed in this research since the majority
of production section being drilled by PDC (according to the research data set).

4.2. POLYCRYSTALLINE DIAMOND COMPACT (PDC)
The PDC bit is made up from hard matrix body with a blade, where the man-made
diamonds (cutters) are mounted, and it has opened areas that allow the drilling fluid and
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rock cutting to pass into the annulus (junk slot area) (Hareland et al. , 2007). The drilling
mechanism of this bit is shearing the breakage rock, which means less energy is required
(WOB) and less bit wear induced. There are some factors should be considered to improve
the PDC performance based on the drilling environment such the bit geometry and the
cutter geometry, that shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. The number of blades is mostly related
to the rock hardness, in which the number of blades in soft formation PDC are usually
fewer than the hard one. In addition, the soft rock tends to drill in PDC bit with larger junk
slot area for hole cleaning purposes comparing with hard rocks. The fewer number of
cutters and smaller cutter diameter are used in PDC soft rock bit (to improve cleaning
efficiency in soft rock) when it compared with hard rocks PDC bit. The back rake and side
rake angles are defined as the cutter face orientation with respect to vertical and left/right
direction, respectively. The back rake angle is lowered the ROP and bit wearing when it
increases, while the side rake angle is often small, and it mechanically improves the hole
cleaning by oriented the rock cutting into the annulus (Rabia, 2010). The cutter thickness
is mostly related to cutter abrasiveness to resist wearing. Eventually, the exposure is cutter
bottom space, that available to peel off the rock without contacting with the bit body
(Bourgoyne et al., 1986).

Figure 4.1. PDC bit elements (Baker Hughes)
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Figure 4.2. PDC cutter design parameters, Siderake, Backrake, Cutter
thickness, Cutter diameter, and Exposure (Bourgoyne et al, 1986).

4.3. MULTI-REGRESSION ANALYSIS TO PREDICT ROP
Bourgoyne and Yound (1974) introduced a mathematical model to optimize the
drilling activity base on multi-regression analysis of offset wells data. They proposed the
model of dependent ROP variable could be derived from the following independent factors;
formation strength, depth, compaction, well differential pressure, bit operation conditions
(diameter and weight), rotary speed, bit wear and hydraulic. Then the optimum selection
of this variables can be beneficial in the drilling processes improvement.
The drilling variables can be linearly regressed to get the independent variable
coefficients and the model intercept. Each coefficient represents the anticipated value of
the dependent variable (ROP) for a unit change of single independent variable (drilling
datum) when the other variables keep constant. The least square estimation typically used
to solve the multi-variances coefficients and to construct the model (Montgomery, 2013).

4.4. REVERSE RATE OF PENETRATION MODEL
The rate of penetration model has frequently used to predict the bit performance
and the apparent strength logs (ARSL) based on geological and operational conditions. A
modified model to simulate different types of the bit is included to anticipate the ROP for
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each bit type. The drilling environment data that affected the ROP should be involved meter
by meter from offset wells as well as the lithology description. The bit specifications and
evaluations are required as input data to the simulator. By compiling all the previously
mention information, the apparent strength log can be generated from inversion rate of
penetration model (Hareland & Nygaard, 2007; Nygaard & Hareland, 2007). Once the
ARSL is estimated, than the theoretically computed ROP is validated with field ‘s ROP to
ensure preciseness of the simulator (Nygaard et al., 2002).
The bit wear and rock strength are provided by the DROP under drilling operation
environment can be used to optimize the future wells. The drilling input data can be
modified in planning well to increase the operation performance and reduce the
expenditure. The program allowed selecting a wide verity of; the well geometry design,
hydraulic, drilling operation, and bit specification (unpublished source of MST drilling
optimization class).
The drag (PDC) bits are commonly used in production section. Therefore, the
theoretical ROP model of this bits has only covered in this research (The roller cone bit
model is covered in Appendix). The shear failure of PDC bit relies on; the WOB, cutter
geometry, Cutter placement, bit wear, rock properties, and the operation conditions
(Hareland & Nygaard, 2007; Hareland & Rampersad, 1994). The PDC cutting efficiency
also has an impact on the ROP, and it is related to back rake angle, formation properties,
and the depth of cutter (Hareland et al., 2007). The ROP model for PDC bit is expressed
mathematically in equation 54. The mathematical model of Roller cone bit addressed in
detail in Appendix A.

𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) × 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 × 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵2 𝑆𝑆 (2−𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒)
ROP = WF �𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 (ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦) �
��
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵 (2−𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒)

−1

(54)

Where (WF ) is wear factor, 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 and 𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑒 are the model constant, (𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵 ) is the bit

diameter, (𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 (ℎ𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦)) and 𝑓𝑓(𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏) are the hydraulic and bit factors, respectively.
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5. METHODOLOGY
5.1. AVAILABLE DATA
In this analysis, different types of data have been used to construct the
geomechanical model and to optimize the drilling variables. Due to the variation in
subsurface conditions in southern Iraq fields, a base field has been selected and analyzed
in this research according to the following sources;
5.1.1. Daily Drilling Report. The wellbore instability events have been evaluated
based on the Daily Drilling Report (DDR) from 45 wells in a field located in southern Iraq.
These reports usually included the drilling operation progress and other available data such
as the BHA profile and the drilling parameter being used. The trip in and trip out drilling
conditions, the associated time have been obtained from this data, the same as for the down
reaming and the back reaming information. The hole caving has been quantified from the
DDR. In addition, it is the source of drilling data for both drilling file of the drilling
optimizer and the input data of the tripping model.
5.1.2. Well Logging Data. Wireline data have been reviewed such as the porosity,
density, caliber, Gamma Rays, image and sonic logs that are the main building blocks of
this research in terms of geomechanics part.
5.1.3. Mud Logging Data. These reports provide the lithology descriptions of each
interval. The cutting type and percentage were obtained from Mud Logging Report
(MUDR) that also uses in lithology file of the drilling optimizer.
5.1.4. Pore Pressure Data. The pore pressure gradient value has been obtained
from offset wells calculated and recorded data that has been estimated by Eaton/Ratio
methods in Tanuma formation. It has been validated, throughout the pore pressure tests
measurement in underlying limestone section (repeated formation test (FRT), formation
pressure while drilling (FPWD)).
5.1.5. Final Well Report. The total productive and nonproductive time were
obtained from the final well reports, which can be used as powerful tools in quantitative
and qualitative in the majors of drilling problems. The lessons learned in this report has
been summarized to improve the future well performances. Moreover, the bits’
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evaluation reports for each bit being run, have been collected in the final well report,
which utilizes in the drilling optimizer ‘s bit file.

5.2. STUCK PIPE ANALYSIS
Diagnostic analysis of different types of pipe sticking that occurs during the drilling
operation was conducted to construct the stuck pipe worksheet based on pre-stuck and poststuck pipe drilling variables. This worksheet also provides an explanation based on
monitoring of the drilling observations when the stuck pipe events occurred. The worksheet
considers only three type of pipe stick that might potentially take place (Differential stuck,
pack off stuck, geomechanics related stuck). Furthermore, three codes have been
manipulated to describe the weighted value of certain drilling circumstances on each stuck
pipe type. Thereby, digit two in the Table refers to the highest likelihood of a symptom
occurrence with respect to the stock type, while digit one indicates that the event is less
likely to occur with a stuck pipe. Finally, zero digits indicate that it is not existent or was
not experienced with this kind of stuck pipe. As a result, the pipe sticking with the highest
score is the most likely induced stuck pipe mechanism.

5.3. GENERAL OVERVIEW FOR GEOMECHANICS MODEL AND THE
DRILLING OPTIMIZATION METHOD
To build the geomechanical model, the pore pressure was obtained from the offset
wells’ pore pressure gradient for the Tanuma shale. Equation 1 has been used to calculate
the pore pressure in Tanuma formation according to the pore pressure gradient in this zone.
The available log measurements such as those for the density, sonic,and neutron
logs, have been utilized in empirical equations to obtain the in-situ stress magnitudes. Also,
the fluid injection test has been used to validate the log-derive values when it comes to
minimum horizontal stress estimation. Conversely, the maximum horizontal stress has
been concluded from an empirical equation that is validated by the history matching
procedure.
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The principal stresses around the wellbore have been determined from the
transformation equations based on the Kirsch solution for impermeable rock. The other
source of stresses around the wellbore was also computed by analytical equations from
literature such as the thermal and chemical induced wellbore failure. The strength
anisotropy effect has been included in the model to account for shale property variations
(cohesion and UCS) with respect to well angle.
The rock elastic properties have been calculated based on available log-derived
correlations for shale in different regions. Mogi-Coulomb failure criteria were used to
obtain the optimum drilling fluid density to prevent onset shear failure.
The drilling optimization was performed to reduce the shale exposure time during
the drilling the production section and to improve the drilling practice during tripping.
Beside the swab pressure calculation, two types of drilling optimization techniques have
been employed from different disciplines to reduce the shale exposure time such as multivariances analysis, and DROPS drilling simulators. The empirically derived swabbing
model and the suggested tripping parameters have used to mitigate the reduction in drilling
density related to swabbing effect.

5.4. ROCK MECHANIC PROPERTIES.
The rock elastic and mechanical properties have been obtained from the Logderived methods nor the static approaches.. To start with, The only possible sonic
measurement is the compressional travel time. Therefore, Equation 3 has used to get the
shear wave velocity from compressional wave velocity. Once the shear travel time was
determined, the Poisson was computed by Equation 4. The dynamic Young was calculated
through equation 5. After that, the static Young modulus was obtained from the dynamic
one by Equation 6.
The internal friction angle and cohesion of the shale formation were obtained by
using Equations 11 and 47, respectively.
Additionally, Equations 7, 8, 9, and 10 were used to calculate the unconfined
compressive stress from sonic log parameters then Equation 8 was ultimately selected in
the model analysis.
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5.5. THE IN-SITU STRESS OF THE GEOMECHANICAL MODEL
The total overburden stress was calculated using Equation 13 based on the bulk
density gradient in overlying rocks. Technically, the bulk densities were obtained from
density log in each interval, were the primary components in Sv estimation; Nonetheless,
these values are not available from the surface to the bottom of the Tanuma formation,
instead of, the density measurements usually started from the intermediate hole (Lower
Dammam formation). Hence, the available measurements of the Neutron log and the mud
logging reports for rocks percentage in each surface layers were combined in Equation 12
to get the bulk density of the surface intervals.
The total minimum horizontal stress was determined by drawing Equations: 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, 20 and 19, then the most decent value was verified by the available Leak-off
Test in the upper formations to represent Sh.
Furthermore, the maximum horizontal stress was concluded from Equation 23,
which has been validated by forty-five wells history matching. The stress polygon was
established to constrain the value of maximum horizontal stress based on the estimated
minimum horizontal stress and the designated faulting regime. Appendix A contained the
stress polygon for southern Iraq field. Ultimately, all accessible data such as image log and
caliber log are hard to interpret due to high well inclination angle, so the orientation of
horizontal stresses was obtained from history matching procedure.

5.6. HISTORY MATCHING PROCEDURE
This method was used in this analysis to get the uncertain values of geomechanical
model input such as the maximum horizontal stress magnitude and its orientation relying
on the field data. The magnitude of the maximum horizontal stress is bounded between the
Sh and Sv in the normal faulting regime. Therefore, after the geomechanical model is fed
with all necessary inputs (the SH orientation set to zero), the values of SH are supplied to
the model within Sh (as lowest bound) and Sv (as highest bound). Then, the drilling fluid
density, which is the model output, is recorded at each time when the SH values have
changed until the closest fitting has been achieved between the model drilling fluid density
and the field drilling fluid (in stuck-free wells). After the best SH has been determined, the
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orientation of the maximum horizontal stress is changed in the model input data until the
best fitting between the drilling fluid density output and the field density used in the stuckfree wells. It has been concluded that this value is approximately close to the tectonic
movement in the Arabian plate. Also, these values suggested drilling fluid density higher
than the field density for the well that has experienced pipe sticking in the Tanuma shale.

5.7. STRESS TRANSFORMATIONS
The stresses were transformed from the far field domain (Sv, SH, Sh) to the
arbitrarily oriented wellbore Cartesian coordinate system (𝑆𝑆𝑥𝑥 , 𝑆𝑆𝑦𝑦 , 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧 ) by Equations 27, 28,

29, 30, 31,and 32. subsequently,the la terally mentioned coordinate was transferred to the
cylindrically wellbore coordinate system (𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝜃𝜃 , 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , 𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧 ) by using Equations: 33, 34, 35, 36

and 37.

5.8. CHEMICAL AND THERMAL-INDUCED STRESSES
These stresses have been computed analytically without taking into consideration
the coupling effects of each one to the other. Analytical equations are manipulated
accounting for thermal and chemical induced hoop stress as well as axial stress by using
Equations: 42, 43, 45 and 46, respectively. A worst-case scenario of the Gulf of Mexico
sloughing shale has been assumed to be equivalent to the one in the Tanuma formation to
account for chemical effect by using the shale activity of GOM shale from (Zhang et al.,
2008). The water activity of the KCL polymer mud was obtained from the literature (Zhang
et al., 2008). The geothermal gradient is available from the offset wells data, and it has
been used in thermal stress equations. To sum up, these influences have algebraically added
to the hoop and axial stress that come from mechanically induced effects.

5.9. BEDDING RELATED WELLBORE INSTABILITY
For this effect, the core analysis from horizontally and vertically cored sampled
should be conducted. However, the leakage in this kind of core test leads to simplifying
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this failure as much as possible by relating this effect to directional alteration in unconfined
compressive stress and cohesions. Equations 48 and 47 were utilized to consider this failure
by changing these values with respect to well inclinations and azimuths in the input model
(Cohesion and UCS). Where 𝐶𝐶1 is obtain from the UCS reading, and 𝐶𝐶2 Obtain from the
assumed minimum UCS value which equal to 3.17 Mpa.

5.10. DRILLING FLUID WEIGHT ESTIMATION
The appropriate drilling fluid density was estimated by compiling all previously
mentioned stresses and rock strength parameters with the Mogi-Coulomb failure criterion.
In the case of collapse failure prevention, the principal stress of each point around the
wellbore was extracted by using Equations 38 and 39 based on the 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃𝑇𝑇ℎ and 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇ℎ as

input from Equation 55 and 56. By including the 𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , the maxuimum, intermadaite, and

lease pricipal stress were determined at each point around the wellbore. After that, the
maen normal and the octahedron shear stress were calculated by using Equations 49, 50,
57, and 53. Then, the maximize value of the 𝑆𝑆1, 𝑆𝑆2 , 𝑆𝑆3 , 𝑆𝑆𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 ,and 𝜏𝜏𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 from all the points
around wellbore were determined. Eventually, these values are plugged in Equation 53

with iteration process to find out the optimum drilling fluid weight to prevent onset shear
failure when the mechanical, chemical, thermal and anisotropic effects were taken into
considerations as shows in Figure 5.1.
In the case of the tensile failure, the least value of the hoop stress or the axial stress
at all points around wellbore was chosen to represent the worst-case scenario for onset
tensile failure. Consequently, drilling fluid weight iteration based on Equation 40 was
conducted to find out the maximum allowable drilling fluid weight.

5.11. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR GEOMECHANICAL MODEL
The Solver™ plate-forms add-on in Excel™ was used to perform a risk analysis
on the input data based on Monte Carlo simulations. The unconfined compressive strength,
the angle of internal friction, Poisson ratio, maximum horizontal stress magnitude and
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orientations were investigated to represent the uncertain variables in this analysis. The
range of these variables was chosen to be +10% and -10% as the input in probability
distribution function.

Figure 5.1. Geomechanical Model workflow

5.12. DRILLING OPTIMIZATION
The drilling optimization for the production section was undertaken by using the
multi-regression analysis of drilling data and DROPS ™ drilling simulation optimizers.
The drilling data from 25 well were collected from the previously mentioned data such as
WOB, TFA, RPM, MWT, and ROP. These parameters were fed to JMP® statistical
software, and based on the least square estimation method; the regression coefficients were
solved to obtain the empirical model equations. In additional, the screening and sensitivity
analysis methods were performed to the input data to ensure model confidentiality. The
DROPS drilling optimizer used to improve the drilling efficiency and consequently reduce
the Tanuma exposure time. The software was provided by the bit, lithology and drilling
ACII files; then the drilling data was alternated to ROP optimization. The sensitivity
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examination of each operational and bit factor was conducted by change one variable when
other factors keep constant. Star plots were constructed for this purpose to show up the
normalized effects for the variables. Eventually, the operational and bit variables were
optimized by DROPS.

5.13. TRIPPING VARIABLE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
The swab effect on the bottom hole pressure was accounted depend on the drilling
observations and empirical equations. Numbers of wells were implemented to investigate
the influence of drilling practice, tool, and material on the borehole pressure. The
combination of the drilling fluid density, yield point, plastic viscosity, BHA size, slip to
slip time, tripping speed and the depth of investigations was used as input data. The
mathematical formulas from (William et al., 2015) were utilized in this research to consider
the swabbing effects during the tripping. According to problems free-wells data, the JMP®
software was used to construct a swabbing model that can predict the drilling fluid
reduction for a certain tripping variables. The software was fed with MWT, FL, WOB,
TFA and RPM to get the drilling density reduction by swabbing effect based on standard
linear least square method. Then, suggested tripping variables and the geomechanical
model densities were plug in the swabbing empirical model to mitigate this effect.
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6. WELLBORE COLLAPSE FAILURE INVESTIGATIONS IN SOUTHERN
IRAQ
6.1. DRILLING EVENTS ANALYSIS
Highly deviated wells have been experiencing major wellbore instability problems
in Tanuma shale, have been analyzed to determine the primary source of the problems.
Drilling events in three wells experienced the severest wellbore collapse failure in the
Tanuma interval have been reviewed. After that, the diagnostic table has been set up to
recognize the stuck pipe type. Furthermore, the drilling progresses charts of thirteen wells
have exhibited to present the seriousness of Tanuma stability problems. Finally,other
wellbore instability events in all sections in some wells have been addressed.

6.2. STUCK PIPE PROBLEM IN A-50
The pipe sticking problem was experienced in this well despite carefully drilling
practice. It took place in the 8 ½ section after reaching 2,927m MD (measured depth) in
the parameters that are illustrated in Table 6.1. As a general practice, low and high viscous
pills were pumping in every stand being drilled for the hole cleaning purposes. In addition,
reaming and back reaming procedures were frequently performed after each stand.
According to the drilling plan, the drill string Pull out of Hole (POOH) was conducted from
2,972 m up to 2,863 m, yet fifteen tons over pull were suddenly noticed, and then, the string
was stocked at the transition zone between the top of Khasib and the bottom of the Tanuma
formations. Instantly, an attempt to run the string down the hole was undertaken, but
without any result. Afterward, a trip in and pumping out processes were tried even though
there was no return circulation associated with this problem. The jar was worked down as
well as the weight of 25 tons was slacked off with no successes. As a consequence, a
decision was made to pull out and slack down 200 and 25 tons, respectively. However,
there was no progress with the drilling fluid returned or pipes rotated. Finally, back off as
well as side track procedures were performed to a new trajectory.
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6.3. STUCK PIPE PROBLEM IN A-51
Stuck pipe occurred in this well in the following sequence: the directional drilling
in the 8 ½ section continued to a depth 3,312 m MD with the parameters that shown in
Table 6.1. Reciprocating drill string combined with the low and high viscous pills were
pumped periodically to enhance hole cleaning. Noticeably, high torque and drag were
experienced while drilling this section. Thus, the BHA was run out of the hole with fluid
circulation to the bottom of Tanuma formation where a 45 ton over pull was observed, and
the string unexpectedly got stuck. Meanwhile, the standpipe pressure went up to 3,500 psi
without fluid return. Jarring up and down were tried with circulation and rotation several
time without any result. Eventually, fishing procedures were performed to release the BHA,
but there was no positive eventuation so the backoff process was conducted and side truck
was drilled to.

6.4. STUCK PIPE PROBLEM IN A-52
Two stuck pipe problems was recorded while tripping out of the production section
specifically during the reaming and short trip. The first issue arose after the production
section drilled to 2947m with the parameters shown in Table 6.1. A high viscous pill and
wash up were undertaken with reaming down for each half stand being drilled. A high
torque, together with excessive shale in the shale shaker was observed. Therefore, the string
was pulling out of the hole while back reaming, but both the standpipe pressure and the
torque increased. Subsequently, the relief valve on the mud pump was fired when the string
got stuck at 2,911m (at the top of the Khasib formation). Several slick off weight and failed
POOH were performed without progress despite firing the jar up and down several times
with a maximum weight of 175 tons. Other attempts were conducted by increasing the
torque up to 27,000 ft. Ib with firing the jar up and down, but the situation did not change.
Therefore, the back off procedure was conducted, and the cement plug was seated to drill
a side track.
The second problem happened while pulling the string out of the hole when the
string reached a depth 3,240 m in the sidetrack path with parameters given in Table 6.1.
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Several tight spots were observed from a depth of 3,240 m to 2,871 m. Thus, a procedure
of reaming and back reaming was performed on every stand with multi-viscous pill sweep.
At a depth of 2,871 m (in the Tanuma formation) a sudden increase in standpipe pressure
up to 1,500 psi with no return was detected. Hence, the jar was firing up and down with a
pull of 175 tons but with no succes. In addition, a combination of left-hand torques up to
24 KN-m and the drill string pull up / down was applied, but that was not successful.
Therefore, a slinging off weight of 25 tons and pulled the string up to 180 tons were carried
out, but the situation was still same. After that, the multiple activation bypass system (PBL)
was activated and started to pump up to 1,600 L/m, resulting in enhancement in terms of
the drilling fluid return. However, the BHA was not released so back off and side track was
applied to a new trajectory.

Table 6.1 Drilling parameters during drilling production section in Different wells
Well

WOB
(ton)

Flow
RATE
L/m

SSP
psi

RPM

Torque
KN*m

Avg
ROP
m/hr

Inc.

Azm

MWT

Deg.

Deg.

sg

CL
X1000
(mg/l)

A-50

8-12

2000

3000

170

19-24

5-8

58

240

1.25

150

A-51

8-10

2500

3670

120

22-28

14

50

243

1.25

114

A-52

3-6

2300

3250

90

17-22

15-20

53

97.3

1.25

112

A-52

3-10

1800

2300

60

16-23

10-15

53

97.3

1.28

106

6.5. WELLBORE INSTABILITY DIAGNOSTIC
The detail drilling events associated with the Tanuma formation issues have been
collected and investigated, as shown in Table 6.2. As a result, the shear failure related to
pipe sticking is the dominant type of this formation.
However, the pack off sticking is mostly induced by the bad hole cleaning to either
the drilling spalling and/or the rock fragments being yielded. Therefore, the geomechanics
and pack off related to pipe sticking are not independent, but are affected by each other.
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Finally, the key seat has not been discussed in this analysis due to the drilling experience
do not indicate such type of pipe sticking.

Table 6.2. Stuck pipe diagnostic analysis of 16 stuck pipe incidents showed similar
behavior caused by shear failure. A = Stuck Caused by Shear failure, B= Differential
Stuck, B= Stuck Pipe Due to Pack Off.

Primary Analysis

Pre-Stuck
Analysis

Post-Stuck
Analysis

Symptoms

A

B

C

Shale Formation

2

0

1

Permeable Rock

0

0

0

High Drag and Torque

2

0

2

String Reciprocating

2

0

1

Mud Properties Change

0

0

0

Large Cutting Size

1

0

1

Over Sized Hole

2

0

1

No String Rotation

2

1

1

No String Reciprocating

2

1

2

No Circulation

2

0

1

Out of Gauge Hole

2

1

1

Excess Cement Required

2

0

2

Total

19

3

13

6.6. OTHER WELLBORE INSTABILITY EVENTS
There are some stability issues that occur during drilling operations in southern Iraq
fields that caused to change the well design or increase in the non-productive time.
Seemingly, the stuck pipe is the most time-consuming in the production section, shown in
Figure 6.1. However, the loss of circulation is equally important in the intermediate section.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the third section suffers from thief zones (i.e. Damam and
Hartha formations). Also, severe drilling fluid losses have been reported during the
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intermediate section cementations, but have not been accounted for in Figure 6.2 (the vast
majority of intermediate hole cementation has either partial of complete losses). On the
other hand, several reaming and back reaming have been recorded in different zones such
as the Em-Eruduma zone due to a tight spot. Washout and differential stuck also other
sources of operational problems in some wells. Figure 6.2 summarizes analysis from
thirteen wells in the field of study.

Figure 6.1.Wells performance plot.
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Figure 6.2. Reported drilling problems from DDR and static mud density shows stuck
pipe in Tanuma FM and fluid losses in Hartha FM Summary (Stuck pipe in Tanuma
shale).
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7. GEOMECHANICAL SOLUTION FOR THE WELLBORE INSTABILITY IN
SOUTHERN IRAQ
7.1. INTRODUCTION
The area of research being divided into three sections based on the depth of Tanuma
formation tops. Similarly, some of the mechanical properties are different in each group.
In addition to variations in wellbore instability variables, the drilling practices are
miscellaneous in each well, yet the drilling fluid weights are almost in a limited range or
constant in the majority of wells. With respect to drilling practice analysis, the swab
pressure model was established to account for the drilling fluid reduction during the drilling
practice. By compiling the knowledge of geomechanical and drilling practice, new design
parameters have been proposed to mitigate wellbore failure.

7.2. GROUP ONE ANALYSIS
This group is characterized by the shallowest Tanuma tops in depth of 2212 m. The
vertical stress and pore pressure magnitudes of the group-1 wells are shown in Figure 7.1.
The pore pressure reaches it maximum in the Tanuma section of 26.43 MPa. The drilling
fluid density is slightly higher than the pore pressure within all sections.
The minimum and maximum horizontal stresses in this group have been depicted
in Figure 7.1. As can be seen, the values of the horizontal stresses are different base on the
corrolations used (i.e. Eaton and Holbrook show a reverse behavior in the production and
intermediate section). However, the general trend of all equations is increased linearly with
depth. Overlying LOT showed the Breckels and Van Ecklenen are the best representative
of Sh in the field of investigation. Several shale empirical equations were used in base case
well in group-1. As can be seen the shale volume increases the unconfined compressive
stress decreases and severe washout is recorded in the caliber log. An increase in UCS was
noticed at different intervals at Tanuma because of an increase in limestone content. The
rocks’ elastic properties are given in Figure 7.3. Similar to UCS, the behavior of increase
in Young’s modulus and a decrease in Poisson ratio are seen in the limestone stinger
sections.
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LOT

Figure 7.1. In situ stresses and pore pressure in southern Iraq, LOT test were overlaid
and the Sh-Breckels & van Eckelen was chosen for Group-1 wells.
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Figure 7.2.Tracks-1 shows the UCS values from different Empirical equations; Track-2
represents the shale volume from GR reading;Track-3 shows the Caliper log for Group-1.

Figure 7.3.Track-1 shows the static and dynamic Young modulus, Track-2
represents Poisson ratio and coefficient of internal friction for Group-1.
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7.3. DRILLING FLUID WEIGHT PREDICTION
The appropriate drilling fluid design has been estimated on the geomechanical
model analysis and drilling parameters investigations in this group. Table 7.1 summarizes
the model input data and the source of each variable. Afterward, the model drilling fluid
weight has been compared with both the field static/dynamic drilling fluid density and the
drilling fluid reduction caused by the swabbing effect in Table 7.2. This drilling fluid
density reduction is deteriorating the wellbore stability status in Tanuma shale. It has come
out that, the vast majority of the wells enduring drilling fluid weight is lessening along with
different types of well instability. An investigating the tripping parameter shows, that the
reduction in drilling fluid by the swabbing effect, in some well is mostly related to fast
tripping out of the hole and large BHA diameters (i.e. well A-13). On the other side, the
predicted drilling fluid density is higher than the field drilling fluid density in the majority
of the wells, suffering from wellbore instabilities issues which means the inappropriate
drilling fluid density might be the potential cause for wellbore failures. In addition, the
predicted drilling fluid density varies with respect to well inclination and azimuth.
Contrarily, the field drilling fluid is slightly changed with trajectory parameters, as shown
in Table 7.2. However, a few well have been predicted to have drilling fluid weight a little
less than the field density (i.e. wells A-17, A-20, and A-21). The well diagnostic analysis
revealed these well have either no wellbore instability in Tanuma or suffer from instability
issues after the entire section is completed. Therefore, it can be concluded that these wells
failed due to the prolonged exposure of shale to the drilling fluid. Eventually, the well
trajectory design is equally important as illustrated by the polar plots in Figure 7.4 , and
Figure 7.5. The wells are more likely safe when they are drilled in the direction of the
minimum horizontal stress while it is potentially riskier to drill in the maximum horizontal
stress direction.
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Table 7.1. Group-1 Model input data for Tanuma FM based on typical well

Depth
Sv
SH

Value
(Unit)
2212 m
50 MPa
44 MPa

Sh

38 MPa

Pp
Internal Friction Angle
UCS
Poisson Ratio
Water Activity
Shale Activity
Formation Temp.
Volumetric Thermal Expansion
Coefficient
Sh Orientation
Young Modulus

26.43 MPa
0.6
29.9 MPa
0.36
0.94
0.82
356 K

Parameters

2.58*10^-6

Source

(Breckels & van Eekelen,
1982)

(Lal,1999)
(Zhang et al., 2008)
(Zhang et al., 2008)
(Kadyrov & Tutuncu, 2012)

335 Degree
5711 MPa

Table 7.2. Group-1‘s result, (1=stuck, 2=stuck free, 3=caving, 4= Tight spot)
Well #
A-51
A-13
A-14
A-15
A-16
A-17
A-18
A-19
A-20
A-21
A-22
A-23
A-24
A-25
A-26
A-13-S2
A-27
A-28
A-29
A-30
A-31
A-32

Field
Mud
sg
1.25
1.25
1.28
1.3
1.27
1.25
1.28
1.28
1.25
1.25
1.28
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.28
1.28
1.25
1.28
1.25
1.25

Mud
sg
1.27
1.31
1.35
1.32
1.42
1.2
1.35
1.3
1.2
1.21
1.21
1.28
1.35
1.4
1.31
1.35
1.36
1.36
1.40
1.37
1.25
1.38

Mud
Without
effects Sg
1.23
1.27
1.31
1.28
1.41
1.19
1.31
1.25
1.19
1.18
1.20
1.26
1.32
1.38
1.28
1.30
1.32
1.32
1.35
1.34
1.32
1.37

Swab
Effect
Sg
1.236
1.182
1.269
1.292
N/A
1.244
1.272
1.274
1.240
1.243
1.273
1.242
1.240
1.237
1.242
1.170
N/A
1.272
1.240
1.269
1.242
1.203

ECD
Sg

Azm
Deg.

Inclin.
Deg.

1.41
1.29
1.33
1.38
1.31
1.32
1.3
1.32
1.33
1.3
1.33
1.3
1.29
1.36
1.35
1.34
1.37
1.36
1.34
1.32
1.34
1.39

243
304
97
237
246
120
170
199
329
70
149
322
280
317
353
33
354
37
16
165
135
199

50
38
53
55
70
20
45
31
7
32
15
33
53
62
37
51
47
55
55
51
47
53

Problems
1
2
1
1
1
3
4
2
3
3

2
4
2
other
4
4
4
3
3
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Figure 7.4. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent shear failure in Tanuma FM for
Group-1 (Including effects- thermal and chemical induced stress as well as strength
anisotropy), the wormer color repersents the higher requires fluid density (NW ).

Figure 7.5. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent shear failure in Tanuma FM for
Model-Group-1, the wormer color repersents the higher requires fluid density (NW ).
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7.4. GROUP TWO ANALYSIS
These groups represent the well that has moderate Tanuma tops depths. In these
wells, the Sv values developed proportionally with depth in spite of an interval in the
intermediate section where Sv increased dratistically as illustrated in Figure 7.6. The pore
pressure in the group-3 wells increased in the entire production section, especially in the
Mishrif formation. The fluid field density was slightly over the pore pressure in the surface
section but in the other sections the pressure differences increased.
The calibrated equations were used to calculate the maximum and minimum
horizontal stresses via the same method in previous sections. Similar to Sv, the horizontal
stresses increase linearly with depth, and one interval showed up out of the trend behavior
in the SH track, as shown in Figure 7.6.
According to Figure 7.7, the UCS log displays two major peaks and several
flactuated intervals with a reduction in shale volume in caliber log reading. These abnormal
behaviors belong to some limestone stringers in this interval, as can be observed in shale
volume log. Also, the over-gauge hole was observed within the Tanuma interval,
particularly in the clay-rich interval. Young modulus, Poisson ratio, and the coefficient of
internal friction are displayed in Figure 7.8. Various interval increased in Young’s
modulus and the internal friction coeffecient, while there was reduction in Poisson‘s ratio.
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Figure 7.6. The borehole and subsurface stress in Group-3 well
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Figure 7.7. Tracks-1 shows the UCS values from different Empirical equations;
Track-2,3 represents the shale volume and the Caliper log respectively for Group-3.

Figure 7.8. Track-1 shows the static and dynamic Young modulus; Track-2 represents
Poisson ratio and coefficient of internal friction for Group-3.
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7.5. DRILLING FLUID WEIGHT PREDICTIONS
The model suggests drilling fluid weight based on the input data Table 7.3 (the FM
temperature used 356 k). The model output revealed drilling fluid densities higher than the
field static drilling fluid densities, and these wells encountered wellbore instability events,
as displays in Table 7.4. This result indicates the field drilling fluid density was randomly
changed, and there was no insufficient support from the borehole pressure. However, one
well (A-40) subsequently experienced washout and stuck, in spite of the predicted drilling
density being less than the field density, but according to the DDR investigation for this
well, these events mostly occurred after the entire hole was drilled, and the shale might be
suffering from poor drilling fluid properties. The data analysis has revealed that, the
extensive reaming and back reaming procedure in the Tanuma formation can deteriorate
the wellbore stability in some wells. The contrast stress effects on the well trajectory
design, the rock strength anisotropy has a substantial impact on changing the required fluid
density for a particular direction as shown in the difference between Figure 7.9, and 7.10.
These parameters follow the same trend of the previous groups when it comes to fluctuation
due to limestone stringers interbedded with shale. Finally, one well (A-45) shows a severe
lowering to the drilling fluid density while tripping out of the hole procedure.

Table 7.3. Geomechanic Model input data for Group-3 to Tanuma FM
Parameters

Value
(Unit)

Source

Depth

2234 m

Sv, SH

54, 46MPa

Sh

38.6 MPa

Pp

26.06 MPa

UCS

29.79 MPa

Poisson Ratio, Coeff. Of internal friction

0.36, 0.6

Water, shale Activity

0.94,0.82

(Zhang et al., 2008)

Volumetric Thermal Expansion Coefficient

2.58*10-6

(Kadyrov & Tutuncu, 2012)

Young Modulus

6019 MPa

(Breckels & van Eekelen, 1982)

(Lal,1999)
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Table 7.4. Group-3 results, 1=stuck, 2=stuck free, 3=caving, 4= Tight spot
Well
#
A-40
A-41
A-42
A-40
A-43
A-44
A-45
A-46
A-47
A-48
A-49
A-53
A-54
A-55
A-56

Field
Mud
Sg
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.25
1.28
1.28
1.27
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.25
1.25
1.26
1.25
1.25

Mud With
Effect
Sg
1.19
1.27
1.35
1.19
1.33
1.41
1.38
1.36
1.34
1.35
1.32
1.29
1.34
1.36
1.34

Mud
SWAB
Ecd Azm Inclin Problems
Without Effect
Sg
Sg
Sg
Deg.
Deg.
1.18
N/A
1.31 135.00 3.00
2
1.22
1.269 1.35 220.00 40.50
1.32
N/A
1.42 251.04 56.80
4
1.18
1.243 1.31 135.85 2.47
3
1.30
1.270 1.35 290.15 44.10
2
1.38
1.268 1.37 314.72 54.82
4
1.35
1.241 1.37 129.32 49.23
4
1.33
1.269 1.34 97.70 51.93
4
1.33
N/A
1.36 78.16 57.06
4
1.31
1.271 1.32 282.72 48.53
1.26
1.241 1.34 18.90 31.00
3
1.26
1.242 1.35 58.90 53.47
4
1.30
1.250 1.39 352.50 39.50
3
1.31
1.239 1.35 36.74 51.38
3
1.29
N/A
1.36 37.45 48.65
3

Figure 7.9. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent shear failure in Tanuma FM for
Group-3 (Including effects- thermal and chemical induced stress as well as strength
anisotropy), the wormer color repersents the higher requires fluid density (NW ).
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Figure 7.10. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent shear failure in Tanuma FM
for Group-3.

7.6. GROUP THREE ANALYSIS
The deepest Tanuma tops (2241 m) distinguish the wells under this category. The
calculated vertical stress and the pore pressure for group-2 wells have been drawn in Figure
7.11. It is important to highlight that these values are higher than the values of the greoup1 because the depth of investigation is greater. The Sv is proportionally related to depth
and the pore pressure trends in this group are similar to group-1, but it increases drastically
in the Sadi and Tanuma formation while it decreases in the Mishrif formation. The drilling
fluid density being used is close to the value of the pore pressure along the whole well
depth.
The validated correlation of SH and Sh are illustrated in Figure 7.11, and it can be
concluded, the linear tend of the horizontal stress is dominated with depth along the entire
well depth. The fracture gradient is located between the maximum and minimum horizontal
stresses.
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The rock strength property, shale volume and caliber log are displayed in Figure
7.12. As can be noticed, the excessive washout in the caliber log is mostly related to a high
clay percentage as well as the low rock strength magnitudes. The UCS values are at these
depths have types of rocks other than shale (i.e. marl, limestone). Figure 7.13 shows the
rock elastic parameters and the coefficient of internal friction angle. The three depths have
been distinctive of increasing Young modulus and angle of friction, yet decreasing
Poisson‘s ratio.

7.7. DRILLING FLUID WEIGHT PREDICTION.
The optimum drilling fluid weight was determined based on the input data in Table
7.5. In addition, the model output has been summarized in Table 7.6. It can be seen
that, the anticipated drilling fluid density is greater than the static drilling fluid used in
the field and the majority of these wells have experienced wellbore instability
problems. Despite two wells showing a different trend (Wells A-33 and A-37), but the
shale failed in these well after the long exposure to the drilling fluid. Therefore, it might
be an indication of time-dependent failures. The swab effect slightly changes the drilling
fluid densities but it might affect the wells’ integrity. Also, the wells present wellbore
instability with respect to well azimuth and inclination thus require that the drilling fluid
be denser in a certain direction (maximum horizontal stress) as shown in Figure 7.15,
and 7.15. It is important to allude that, according to DDR, the extensive procedure was
conducted while drilling and tripping out of the Tanuma shale in this group, which might
potentially increase the likelihood of the shale eroded and time dependency failures.
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Figure 7.11. The borehole and subsurface stress in Group-2 wells.
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Figure 7.12. Tracks-1 shows the UCS values from different Empirical equations; Track2,3 represents the shale volume and the Caliper log respectively for Group-2.

Figure 7.13. Track-1 shows the static and dynamic Young modulus; Track-2
represents Poisson ratio and coefficient of internal friction for Group-2.
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Table 7.5. Model input data for Tanuma FM based on typical well for Group-2
Well

Field
Mud

#
A-33
A-34
A-35
A-36
A-37
A-37-S
A-38
A-39

Sg
1.25
1.27
1.25
1.28
1.25
1.25
1.27
1.28

Mud
Mud
With
Without
Effect
Sg
Sg
1.24
1.23
1.35
1.32
1.33
1.32
1.30
1.29
1.40
1.34
1.24
1.22
1.29
1.27
1.28
1.27

Swab
Effect

ECD

Azm

Sg
1.241
1.257
1.243
1.273
1.241
1.239
N/A
1.272

Sg
1.30
1.37
1.33
1.33
1.29
1.33
1.36

Deg.
256
230
313.27
287.94
241.00
244.00
217
256.23

Inclin. Problems
Deg.
30.00
51.83
34.37
31.05
59.00
37.00
31.00
42.44

2
3
3
1
other
2
3

Table 7.6. Group-2‘s result, (1=stuck, 2=stuck free, 3=caving, 4= Tight spot)
Parameters

Value (Unit)

Source

Depth

2241 m

Sv

53.1 MPa

SH

45.91 MPa

Sh

38.74 MPa

Pp

26.35 MPa

Coeff. Internal Friction

0.6

UCS

26.06 MPa

Poisson Ratio

0.39

Water Activity

0.94

(Zhang et al., 2008)

Shale Activity

0.82

(Zhang et al., 2008)

Formation Temp.

356 K

Volumetric Thermal Expansion Coefficient

2.58*10-6

Sh Orientation

335 Degree

Young Modulus

4043 MPa

(Breckels & van Eekelen, 1982)

(Lal,1999)

(Kadyrov & Tutuncu, 2012)
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Figure 7.14. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent shear failure in Tanuma
FM for Group-2 (Including effects- thermal and chemical induced stress as well as
strength anisotropy, the wormer color repersents the higher requires fluid density
(NW ).

Figure 7.15. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent shear failure in Tanuma FM.
for the Model-Group-2, the wormer color repersents the higher requires fluid density
(NW )
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7.8. THE TENSILE FAILURES IN UPPER AND TARGET FORMATION
SECTIONS
The tensile failure of the weak zones in the production section has been examined
to ensure the predicted fluid density in the safe operational mud window. According to the
formation integrity test (FIT) that was conducted in the last casing shoe, the model‘s fluid
densities are lower than the value of FIT (1.43 sg). Thus, the modeled drilling fluid
densities are in the range of the operational mud window. Furthermore, the Polar plots for
the maximum drilling fluid pressure to onset tensile failure in the Sadi and Mishrif (target)
formations have demonstrated the predicted drilling fluid used to prevent the shear failure
in the Tanuma section is less than the Tensile failure drilling fluid in other formations at
the same section, as depicted in Figure 7.16 ,and 7.17.

Figure 7.16. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent tensile failure in Upper Sadi
FM , the wormer color repersents the higher requires fluid density to induce tensile
failure (NW ).
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Figure 7.17. Polar plot of the model mud weight to prevent tensile failure in Lower
Mishrif FM.

7.9. THE UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS FOR GEOMECHANICS MODEL
The probability distribution of the of the geomechanical model to prevent onset
collapse failure in Tanuma shale illustrated in Figure 7.18, and 7.19 according to 10000
trialls. As can be observed, the likelihood of having drilling fluid density less 1.19 Sg and
greater than 1.39 were 7.87 % and 1.5% respectively. These ranges were the lowest and
the highest values predicted by the geomechanical model, that meant to prevent onset shear
failure there was the probability of 90.63% to have drilling fluid density between (1.191.39) sg. The uncertainty analysis for certain input variables shown in Figure 7.20, which
demonstrated the SH, UCS, Poisson ratio, and friction angle were the most influence on
the magnitude of the minimum drilling fluid density to prevent shear failure. The sensitivity
analysis for the all input data shown in Figure 7.21. It shows the chemical effect component
is slightly affected the required drilling density.
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Figure 7.18. Probability density distribution chart for the drilling fluid density to prevent
collapse failure in Tanuma FM.

Figure 7.19. Cumulative Probability density for the drilling fluid density to avoid collapse
failure in Tanuma FM.
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Figure 7.20. Tornado charts for the uncertain variables.

Figure 7.21. Sensitivity analysis of the input for Geomechanical model
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8. DRILLING OPTIMIZATION SOLUTION FOR WELLBORE PROBLEMS
8.1. MULTI REGRESSION ANALYSIS
The drilling data from 25 wells have been analyzed to enhance the drilling
performance and consequently the ROP. As the rate of penetration develops, the shale
exposure time reduces, and a more stable wellbore is potentially achieved. The multiregression analysis for the field data was conducted using JMP software. The pre-analyses
of the drilling parameters with respect to ROP are illustrated in Figure 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3.
According to these figures, the ROP has a positive slope with the following factors: WOB,
TFA, and FR. In these figures, the blue dashed line represents the mean of ROP while the
solid and dashed red lines represent the fitted model and the confidence interval,
respectively. Additionally, Table 8.1, 8.2, and 8.3 provides the sensitivity analyzes and the
statistical model variable that is used to predict the ROP from Equation 58. It is important
to emphisized, the previously analysis were conducted to Tanuma shale formation while
the limestone part of the procuction section was obtained by Equation 59 and the detail
description of the drilling variable shown in Appendix A.

Figure 8.1. The weight on bit effect on the ROP of the field data.
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Figure 8.2. Total flow area effect on the ROP.

Figure 8.3. Flow rate effect on the ROP.

Table 8.1. Model sensitivity variables
Source

LogWorth

PValue

WOB

3.784

0.00016

TFA

3.263

0.00055

MUD

2.656

0.00221

FLOW RATE

1.224

0.05964

rpm

0.604

0.24889
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Table 8.2. Model statistical variables
Parameters

Value

RSquare

0.732767

RSquare Adj

0.658536

Root Mean Square Error

1.918892

Mean of Response

12.02542

Observations (or Sum Wgts)

24

Table 8.3. Multi-regression model
Term

Estimate

Std Error

t Ratio

Prob>|t|

Intercept

-204.094

53.83167

-3.79

0.0013*

MUD

138.29372

38.78055

3.57

0.0022*

FLOW RATE

0.0068317

0.003398

2.01

0.0596

-0.02442

0.020493

-1.19

0.2489

WOB

1.2211055

0.257768

4.74

0.0002*

TFA

27.991098

6.67527

4.19

0.0005*

rpm

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 138.3 × 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 0.0068 × 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 1.221 × 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 + 28 × 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

(58)

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = 35.204 × 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 + 0.00376 × 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 + 1.863 × 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 + 9.04 × 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 −

(59)

− 0.024 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 204 . for (𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎)

0.0139 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 − 61.04 . for (limestone)

8.2. DRILLING OPTIMIZATION
Two base case wells were investigated to enhance the drilling performance and
reduce the shale exposure time The sensitivity analysis of each drilling variable was
undertaken in which certain parameters were optimized in DROPS when the other
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variables kept constant. Figure 8.4, 8.5, and 8.6 show the drilling parameters and the bit
design variables star plots that can serve a significant role in choosing the best modification
for each input variable to enhance the ROP. The drilling variables that improve the ROP
to some extent are the WOB, HSI and flow rate. However, the increased in the drilling fluid
density and the plastic viscosity have adverse effects on the ROP. With respect to PDC bit
design parameters, the ROP can be enhanced if either junk slot area or exposure of the back
rake cutter increase while increasing the rest of bit variables might reduce the ROP to some
extent. The post-optimization analysis has resulted in triple the ROP in well-1 and well-2,
respectively have shown in Figure 8.7, and 8.8, respectively. These figures represent the
apparent strength logs and the optimized ROP.

Figure 8.4. Star plot for the sensitivity of the drilling variables.
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Figure 8.5. Star plot for the sensitivity of the bit designs variables-1

Figure 8.6. Star plot for the sensitivity of the bit designs variables-2.
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Simulation number: 030 - Units: SI
MD [m]

LITH

ARS[MPA]
0.0

2149.0

WOB[ton]

ROP[m/hr]
150.0 0.0

400.0 0.0

RPM[rpm]

FR[l/min]

15.0 210

310 1.9K

MW[SG]
PP[SG]

PV[cp]
2.6K 19.0

26.0 1.0

BIT

WEAR
1.4 0.0

8.0
Bit: PDC9
Type: pdc
IADC: 999
ø: 215.9mm

2197.1

2245.2

2293.3

2341.4

2389.5

2437.6

2485.7

2533.8

2581.9

2630.0
Sand

Coal

Dolomite

Conglomerate

Siltstone

Shale

Limestone

Figure 8.7. Well-1 optimization and drilling parameters.

Simulation number: 032 - Units: SI
ARS[MPA]

LITH

MD [m]

0.0

2188.0

ROP[m/hr]
400.0 0.0

WOB[ton]
150.0 10.5

RPM[rpm]
14.5 230

MW[SG]
PP[SG]

PV[cp]

FR[l/min]
310 1.8K

2.7K 18.0

26.0 1.0

WEAR
1.4 0.0

BIT
8.0
Bit: PDC9
Type: pdc
IADC: 999
ø: 215.9mm

2236.1

2284.2

2332.3

2380.4

2428.5

2476.6

2524.7

2572.8

2620.9

2669.0
Sand

Coal

Dolomite

Conglomerate

Siltstone

Shale

Limestone

Figure 8.8. Well-2 Optimization and drilling parameters.
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8.3. DRILLING OPTIMIZATION RESULT
There are a noticeable enhanced in drilling activity and the time required to
complete the production section as shown in Figure 8.9 that explain the different between
the fields ROP with the optimized ROP techniques. The DROPS software ROPs and multiregression ROP are superior over the field ROPs and result in considerable reduction in
drilling cost and time. In addition, the new bit design, that shown in Table 8.4, did not
improve the performance much. Thus, the drilling parameters optimization is more
beneficial over the bit design variables optimizations.

Table 8.4. Bit design parameters

Bit

old

back

Side

Primary

Back up

rake

rake

(p)

(B)

angle

angle

Cutter

Cutter

(P,B)

(P,B)

(15,20) (23,25)

New (18,22)

(8,10)

Junk
Exposure

slot
area

Diameter Diameter

Number Number
of

of

primary

backup

cutters

cutters

0.625

0.529

0

16.168

29

25

0.45

0.75

0.15

20

29

25
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Figure 8.9. Comparison between the optimization methods for well-1 and well-2
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9. DRILLING FLUID DENSITY REDUCTION BY SWABBING EFFECT
The main factors that cause reduction in bottom hole pressure have been analysis
based on tripping data of 22 wells. Figure 9.1 shows trending of propositional increase of
the fluid density by swabbing with the fluid density and slip to slip time (TT), but the
swabbing density is negatively affected by the plastic viscosity, flow rate, and the drill
collar outside diameters as shown in Figure 9.2, and 9.3, respectively. The yield point does
not change the swab effect much according to Figure 9.3 The predicted model to calculate
drilling fluid density reduction by swabbing effect is represented in Equation 60. The
recommended tripping variables summarized in Table 9.1 and result of the swabbing model
when it applied on the geomechanical model result illustrated in Table 9.2. It can be
observed; the drilling fluid reduction is mitigated considerably when the suggested tripping
parameters were applied in the swabbing model.

Figure 9.1. Drilling fluid density and the tripping time effects on the swab density.
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Figure 9.2. Flow rate and plastic viscosity effects on the swab density

Figure 9.3. Drill collar OD and yield point effects on the swab density
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Table 9.1. Tripping suggested parameters
Parameters
Value

Flow rate
(L/min)
2000

PV
23

Drill collar

Slip to Slip

OD (In)

time (sec)

4.5

180

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑏𝑏𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 = 0.30258 + 0.8885 × 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 − 0.001618 × 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 − 5.439
× 10−5 × 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 − 0.00949 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 − 0.0001048 ∗ 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇

(60)
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Table 9.2. Swabing model result
WELLS

Modeled density (sg)

Swabbing model density(sg)

Field static density (sg)

A-51

1.27

1.261

1.25

A-13

1.31

1.297

1.25

A-14

1.35

1.332

1.28

A-15

1.32

1.306

1.3

A-16

1.43

1.403

1.27

A-17

1.2

1.199

1.25

A-18

1.35

1.332

1.28

A-19

1.3

1.288

1.28

A-20

1.2

1.199

1.25

A-21

1.21

1.208

1.25

A-22

1.21

1.208

1.28

A-23

1.28

1.270

1.25

A-24

1.35

1.332

1.25

A-25

1.4

1.377

1.25

A-26

1.31

1.297

1.25

A-13-S2

1.35

1.332

1.25

A-28

1.36

1.341

1.28

A-29

1.4

1.377

1.28

A-30

1.37

1.350

1.25

A-31

1.25

1.243

1.28

A-32

1.38

1.359

1.25

A-33

1.24

1.235

1.25

A-34

1.35

1.332

1.25

A-35

1.33

1.314

1.27

A-36

1.3

1.288

1.25

A-37

1.4

1.377

1.28

A-37-S

1.24

1.235

1.25

A-38

1.29

1.279

1.25

A-39

1.28

1.270

1.27

A-40

1.19

1.190

1.28

A-41

1.27

1.261

1.28

A-42

1.35

1.332

1.28

A-40

1.19

1.190

1.25

A-43

1.33

1.314

1.28

A-44

1.41

1.386

1.28
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10. DISCUSSION
The appropriate drilling fluid density/variable have been estimated based on the
geomechanical analysis and the drilling data optimizations. In terms of the drilling fluid
estimation, it was demonstrated in section 7.3 that there is a difference between the models
predicted drilling fluid density with and without wellbore stresses and strength perturbation
effects (thermal, chemical and anisotropic). According to Figures 7.4, and 7.5, the
anisotropic effects of the Tanuma formation caused by the bedding planes effected the
magnitude of the required fluid density. In the same regard, the wells drilled in the direction
of minimum horizontal stress are more stable, while the wells drilled along the maximum
horizontal stress are less stable. Hence, the fluid density should be adjusted with respect to
well trajectory parameters. It also can be observed that the modeled static drilling fluid
density values are lower than the magnitudes of the formation integrity test in the last
casing setting point and it also less than the maximum drilling fluid density used to induce
tensile failure in the upper Sadi formation. By comparing, the predicted drilling fluid and
the field drilling fluid in Tables 7.2, 7.4, and 7.6, it can be concluded that the modeled
density is higher than actual static density especially for the wells that have reported
instability problems. However, a few wells have been predicted to have drilling fluid
density slightly less than the field density. But, extensive analyses for such wells have
revealed two other facts. These wells were either stable in Tanuma formation or suffered
from instability after the entire section was drilled. This means a time dependent failure
was encountered due to insufficient drilling fluid functionalization.
The drilling practice and tripping variables can be optimized to reduce the
likelihood of the time-dependent failure. As the shale exposure to drilling fluid time
mitigate, the result will be insufficient time for the shale-drilling fluid chemical reactions
as well as the creeping effect. The drilling parameters optimization revealed a considerable
enhancement in the drilling performance but the bit design variables are slightly improved
the ROP. Hence, the appropriate selection of the drilling fluid density/parameters can
reduce the shale instabilities and exposure time that might be the best treatment.
The tripping data modification can also mitigate the drilling fluid density reduction
while tripping out of the hole. The drill collar diameters and the high flow rate are the
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dominate effected in drilling fluid reduction. Therefore, the empirically derived swabbing
model combine with the tripping suggested variables contribute to noticeable improvement
regarding the drilling practice and subsequently wellbore support.
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11. CONCLUSIONS
This research presents a case study of severe wellbore instabilities in a shale
formation in southern Iraq fields by instigation of drilling and geomechanical parameters.
It has been demonstrated that the problem mostly is related to the shear failure of the
wellbore. As a result, the appropriate drilling fluid selection with respect to well inclination
and azimuth can likely be more helpful to solve this problem. In addition, it has concluded
that the wells drilled in the direction of minimum horizontal stress are more prone to be
stable to the same deviated angle. Hence, the well trajectory should be designed to avoid
the maximum horizontal stress direction, or the drilling fluid density should be high enough
to keep the mechanical stability of wellbore. The chemical and thermal sources of stresses
have minor contributions in the stress perturbation in this research. The anisotropic nature
of the rock strength/stress parameters should be considered in the drilling fluid density
calculation. Also, the drilling practice should be well-optimized to avoid the shale
instability deteriorations.
In this investigation, if the shale exposure time is extended, the wellbore instability
issues may potentially evolve. Therefore, the ROP-related drilling parameters were
optimized not only to improve the drilling performance but also to prevent the shale from
being affected by the harsh ambient drilling. In brief, the drilling fluid and parameters
should be optimized to reduce the shale exposure time and to prevent the destructive effect
of the drilling environments.
The tripping and filling procedure are harshly affected by the borehole pressure and
eventually the well integrity status. The analysis has revealed the large diameters of the
BHA component and the high flow rate are magnificent during the tripping processes.
Thus, the suitable BHA profile and the tripping data have to be chosen properly to reduce
the likelihood of the drilling fluid weight alterations by the swabbing effect. Statistically
derived swabbing model from stuck-free well was helpful in mitigate the drilling fluid
reduction by tripping operations. Finally, the analysis revealed, the extensive reaming and
back reaming while drilling Tanuma with unsuitable drilling hydraulic parameters leads to
many stability issues.
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12. RECOMMENDATIONS
The model analysis and the drilling data the following points should be evaluated
and considered to mitigate the well instabilities in the production section in southern Iraq:

1. The drilling fluid density should be change with respect to well trajectory
design and the well direction from maximum horizontal stress orientation.
2. The drilling fluid properties should be selected to eliminate the probability
of the Shale-Fluid interaction tendency.
3. The stuck pipe prediction while drilling should be implemented in which
the comparison between the drilling measurements in the surface sensors
with drilling measurement downhole equipment by real-time analysis are
required.
4. The dynamic drilling fluid properties and static bottom hole pressure needs
to be optimized with drilling operational environment to maintain the
wellbore wall integrity.
5. Pressure management while drilling or continuous circulation technique can
be helpful in reducing the borehole pressure-related instabilities.
6. The lessons learned from offset wells problems need to be investigated in
order to update the current drilling producer and design factors.
7. The shale exposure time should be reduced depending on the drilling
optimization as much as possible.
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APPENDIX

1. Minimum horizontal stress
(Fairhurst, 1967) suggested Equation A.1 to calculated Sh based on hydraulic
fracturing treatment data. (Blant & Olson, 1999) developed another imperial Equation A.2
which related the elastic rock properties (Young modulus and Poisson ratio) and the rock
thermal expansion effect to quantify the minimum horizontal stress as shown in Equation
A.3. (Fjaer et al., 2008).
3EWMAX
−1
�2(1 − v) − α(1 − 2v)� − pp
4(1 + v)L

Sh =

𝑆𝑆ℎ =

𝑣𝑣𝑆𝑆𝑣𝑣 + (1 − 2𝑣𝑣)𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼 + 𝐸𝐸𝛼𝛼𝑇𝑇 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣
+
× 𝐸𝐸𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
1 − 𝑣𝑣
1 − 𝑣𝑣

v
ES
(𝐸𝐸 + 𝑣𝑣 × 𝐸𝐸𝑌𝑌 ))
� × (Sv − Pp) + P + (
1−v
1 − 𝑣𝑣 2 𝑋𝑋

Sh = �

(A.1)

(A.2)

(A.3)

2. Maximum Horizontal Stress
Equation A.4 proposed by Fairhurst (1967) to estimated SH when hydraulic
fracturing data available. The rock elastic parameters, as well as tectonic strain, was
combined to estimate SH by Equation A.5 (Fajear et al., 2008).

SH = Pc �2 −

𝛼𝛼( 1 − 2v)
� To + 3𝑆𝑆ℎ
1−v

v
ES
� × (Sv − Pp) + P + (
�𝐸𝐸 + 𝑣𝑣 × 𝐸𝐸𝑥𝑥 �)
1−v
1 − 𝑣𝑣 2 𝑦𝑦

SH = �

(A.4)

(A.5)
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Figure.A.1 1. Stress Polygon for a field in southern Iraq

3. TYPES OF SHEAR AND TENSILE FAILURE
There are different types of shear and tensile failures associated with the wellbore
failure if the drilling fluid weight is not properly selected to support the wellbore, or the
principle stress contrast around the wellbore is too high (Tan et al., 1998; Guizhong et al.,
2003). The divisions of the shear failure have been shown in Figure.A.1 2.Shear failure
shapes. As can be seen, the breakout occurs when the hoop stress is the greatest stress
around the wellbore while the radial stress is the smallest. The Toric shear poses when the
axial stress is the greatest and the radial stress is the smallest. Furthermore, helical shear
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failure is experienced if the axial stress is greatest but the hoop stress is the smallest.
Finally, Elongated shear provokes if the radial stress is the greatest and the hoop stress is
the smallest. Apart from shear failure, tensile failure has two unique types Hydraulic or
drilling induce tensile failure as illustrate in Figure.A.1 3. This failure occurs when
effective hoop stress is greater than radial stress and tensile strength of the rock (Chen et
al., 1998). However, tensile exfoliation happens when the effective radial stress is greater
than the hoop stress and tensile strength of the rock.

Figure.A.1 2.Shear failure shapes

Figure.A.1 3.Tensile failure shapes
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4. DRILL-OF TEST
The main function of the drill-off test is to understand the relationship between
WOB and ROP under constant drilling conditions of the RPM and the fluid pressure. The
driller applies pre-plan maximum WOB then the rig brake is locked down, and the WOB
vs. ROP chart is recorded and monitored in the different time interval. The WOB changes
base on the drill string elongations in given period, therefore, the ROP can be obtained with
the corresponding WOB increment (Bourdon et al., 1989). The drill-off test is performed
periodically in oil industry especially if new types of bit/formation being used or a sharp
decline in ROP has recorded in a particular interval.
The threshold and flounder points are determined from the drill-off chart that
defines as the minimum, and maximum applied WOB can be used to optimize the ROP,
respectively. In other words, the threshold is minimum load applied to onset ROP, while
the flounder point is the maximum load beyond which the exceeded in WOB do not lead
to proportionally increased in the ROP (Robinson & Ramsey, 2001). These points can be
used to enhance the bit performance and reduce the bit wearing if the operation condition
allowed to be within their range. Also, bit balling might be avoided to some extended if the
bit operated in the drill of test limitation (threshold and flounder) as well as bit vibrations.

5. MECHANICAL SPECIFIC ENERGY
The mechanical specific energy was brought to the surface by (Teale, 1965), when
he proved the maximum energy required to remove a certain amount of rock was constant
regardless of the drilling parameters alterations (i.e. WOB, RPM, and ROP). This concept
has been employed to modify the drilling variables in order to optimize the ROP and the
drilling cost. (Dupriest & Koederitz, 2005) Investigated the improvement in the drilling
efficiency when real-time MSE log is monitoring. Their work allowed to diagnostic the
drilling problems that evolve due insufficient energy manipulation while drilling. After that
(Armenta, 2008) enlightened the drilling specific energy (DSE) by including the bit
hydraulic to MSE equation. The DSE can also use to find out the abnormal drilling
condition and give an improvement to MSE prediction under various operation conditions.
He concluded the horsepower per square inch (HSI) had a significant contribution to
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enhancing the ROP performance. It is well-recognized the lower value of MSE indicate a
higher drilling efficiency, therefore, it widely uses to quantify the drilling performance.
The mathematical expression of the MSE and DSE are shown in Equations A.6 and A.7
respectively.
The MSE magnitude serves as a powerful tool in prediction the confidentiality of
the operational parameters while drilling. The high MSE with low ROP might be
potentially due to improperly applied WOB that leads to smaller cutter-rocks embedment;
consequently, a considerable amount of energy dissipated because of rock fragments regrinded, bit wear accelerated, string vibration and high friction evolved. In other side, the
suitable WOB can result in higher cutter depth penetration that produces fracturing and
breaking rock mechanisms. This action contributes to increasing the ROP and reduces MSE
since the input energy is mainly invested in drilling activity nor friction and cutting redrilling. It worth to state, the bit consumes only 30-40% of the theoretically calculated
input data in drilling processes (Pessier & Fear, 1992).

MSE =
DSE =

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 120 × 𝜋𝜋 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝑇𝑇
+
𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 120 × 𝜋𝜋 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝑇𝑇 1980000 × 𝜆𝜆 × 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃𝐵𝐵
+
−
𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵
𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

(A.6)

(A.7)

6. ROLLER-CONE BIT
The ROP model for a roller-cone bit was developed by (Warren, 1987) and it was
modified by (Hareland & Hoberock, 1993). This model considers several significant effect
on ROP such as; rock fragment generation and removal, CHDE, and a bit wearing. The
mathematical model of modified roller cone bit is illustrated in Equation A.8. The first term
in the equation refers to the rate of the rock destroyed into chips; the second term is
accounted for the WOB distribution on the teeth; the third is considered the rock fragment
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is removing by the hydraulic design. Other than crushing and scraping in roller cone bit,
the failure mechanism in drag bit is shearing processes.

𝑎𝑎 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵3 𝑆𝑆 2
𝑏𝑏
ROP = WF �𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐 (𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒 ) �
+
�
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝐵𝐵 2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 × 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵
−1

𝑐𝑐 × 𝜌𝜌 × 𝑢𝑢 × 𝐷𝐷𝐵𝐵
+
�
𝐼𝐼𝑚𝑚

(A.8)

7. LIMESTONE MULTI-REGRESSION DATA
The limestone interval ROP model data illustrated in Figure.A.1 4Figure.A.1
5Figure.A.1 6Figure.A.1 7. The sensitivity and statistical data shown in Table A.1 1, and
A.1 2.

Figure.A.1 4. The weight on bit effect on the ROP of the field data
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Figure.A.1 5. The flow rate effects on the ROP

Figure.A.1 6. The effects of the WOB on The ROP
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Figure.A.1 7. The total flow area effects on the ROP

Table A.1. 1Model sensitivity variables
Source

LogWorth

PValue

WOB
MUD
TFA

9.523
1.822
1.535

0.00000
0.01508
0.02916

FLOW RATE
rpm

1.403
1.244

0.03955
0.05696

Table A.1 2. Model statistical variables
Parameters
RSquare

Value
0.90608

RSquare Adj

0.885663

Root Mean Square Error

1.319109

Mean of Response

11.70172

Observations (or Sum Wgts)

29
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